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BRIEFLY
Campus
Soviet music plays: in

Bryan Recital Hall this evening,
"New Music from the USSR: Soviet
Saxophone Ensembles" will be
performed by the saxophone
ensembles at 8 p.m. John Sampen will
direct this free performance.

Nation
Aide sentenced: A former

nursing home aide in Grand Rapids,
Mich, was sentenced to 20 to 40 years
in prison for helping to smother
elderly patients in a pact with her
lesbian lover. Catherine Wood
testified against her lover,
Gwendolyn Graham, in court.
Wood said the murders were part of
a pact that the two hoped would bind
their love. She said Graham told her
the killings helped her to "relieve
tension.

Minor arrested: Police

arrested a 16-year-old on charges of
planting two bombs in Anderson, Did.,
Wednesday. Monday and Tuesday the
1,200 student Anderson High School
had to be evacuated and classes
cancelled because of the bombs.
Damages to the high school are
estimated to cost less than $800.

Birthday ruined: Linda

Nichols of Arp, Texas, was more than
disappointed when burglars stole her
videocassette recorder, answering
machine, jewlery, cash, a birthday
cake and birthday presents. It was
her twin sons', Damon and Dustin,
birthday and the burglars took the
skateboards Nichols was going to give
her sons and the cash she intendedto
use to take them to the state fair in
Dallas this weekend.
' 'It takes a low person to steal a
10-year-old's birthday cake," she
said. "I'm mad."

Truck 'remains': in Fort

Lauderdale, Fla., a truck thief
apparently stopped dead in his tracks
when he discovered the vehicle he had
taken was marked "Human Remains,
Extreme Care." The 24-foot rental
truck, stolen from a casket company,
was abandoned with its cargo, an
empty shipping container intended
for a corpse.
"What... did they think it would
have in the back? Dead fish?," Hugh
Allgood, owner of Flite-Rite
Company, said.

State
Production stalled: A fire

that has kept a Canadian plant from
producing a chemical that is used in
automobile air bags is not likely to
cause problems withproduction of the
bags at TRW Inc. 's Cleveland plant, a
TRW spokesman said Wednesday.
The fire Sunday at CIL Explosives in
Beloeil, Quebec, stopped ClL's
production of sodium azide, which is
an active ingredient in air bag
propellants.
TRW is one of two companies that
make air bags for domestic
automakers. The other is
Chicago-based Morton International.
TRW also makes car parts and
industrial equipment.

Senator concerned: Sen.

Howard Metzenbaum said he has
asked the Justice Department to look
into whether Paramount Pictures has
illegally put the squeeze on
second-run movie nouses. The
company has made it impossible for
small theaters to continue charging $1
a seat by demanding that it receive
$1.05 a ticket, said Metzenbaum,
DOhio.
"I am concerned that this change in
Paramount's licensing arrangements
may constitute a back-door effort to
force discount theaters to charge
higher admission prices and reduce
competition," Metzenbaum said in a
letter to the Justice Department's
anti-trust division.

Reading celebrated: Rep.

William Mallory D-Cincinnati said
parents and other adults can make
children better readers by setting an
example. He said Gov. Richard
Celeste at his request agreed to
proclaim Nov. 19 as "Read Ohio '89
Day" during which he hopes all
family members will devote some
time to books and magazines.
"This is the year of the young
reader. If young people know we
place a high priority on reading, they
will place a high priority on reading,"
Mallory said.

High 70°
Low 45

Abortion bills imminent in Ohio
by Robert E. Milter
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — A spokeswoman for a statewide anti-abortion group said Wednesday the Florida Legislature's defeat of bills that would have restricted
abortions is no indication of what might happen to
similar measures In Ohio.
But an official of an Ohio pro-choice organization
said Florida sent a message to all lawmakers that
"there are dangers in trying to take away people's
rights."
Janet Folger, legislative director of Ohio Right to
Life, and Jill Spangler, executive director of the
National Abortion Rights Action League of Ohio,
were asked about the action in Florida. That state's
Legislature held the first special session on abortion
since the U.S. Supreme Court in July upheld a restrictive Missouri law. Four bills were defeated in
Tallahassee on Tuesday and 10 more Wednesday.
"That will have no real effect in Ohio," Folger
said. "They have a constitution that talks a lot about

privacy. It was a monkey wrench in their law." Ohio
lawmakers do not face that problem, she added.
Folger said since July, voters in six of eight state
special elections indicated support for the Supreme
Court decision.

"(Florida is) indicative of what is
going to happen in some states.
I don't think Ohio will add many
restrictions."
-Janet Folger, legislative director
of Ohio Right to Life
She said anti-abortion candidates won two elections in Florida and one each in Missouri, Alabama,
Mississippi and Georgia.
Pro-choice candidates won in South Carolina and
California. But in South Carolina the winner was the
daughter of a predecessor and in California two can-

didates split the anti-abortion vote, Folger said.
Spangler said if restrictive legislation is offered in
Ohio "the pro-choice people are going to be heard
from."
Ohio Right to Life and other anti-abortion activists
will rally in Columbus on Oct. 28. The next day,
Spangler's group plans a "March for Choice" ui
Columbus with Democratic Gov. Richard Celeste
and Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio.
Rep. Joan Lawrence, R-Galena, author of a bill to
permit abortions under certain guidelines up to the
25th week of pregnancy, agreed that Florida's constitution may have prompted some opposition to restrictions.
But she said Florida is "indicative of what is going
to happen in some states. I don't think Ohio will add
many restrictions."
She said her bill was introduced to provide a forum
for discussion and "doesn't reallv do anything." She
said abortions are not performed after the 25th week
of pregnancy except in extreme cases.
Folger said Right To Life is working on bills for inD See Abortion, page 3.

Local store
must drop
newspaper
by Jill Novak
staff writer

The limited supply of issues of The
Plain Dealer, once available for local
residents courtesy of a Bowling Green
store, is no longer for sale.
Quarter's Party Store, 107 State St.,
no longer offers the daper because
when officials at The Plain Dealer discovered the store was selling issues,
they threatened the supplier for Quarter s with unemployment, according to
Ron Chriss, owner of Quarter's.
Chriss said he had been sending a
driver, or supplier, to the Cleveland
area to pick up papers because news"aper distributors refused to deliver
The circulation department at the
Plain Dealer found out and called the
distributor's place of employment, he
said, declining to mention the identity
of his supplier.
"They said whoever was pirating
papers to the store in Bowling Green
would lose their job," Chriss said. "The
guy who had been sneaking me papers
called me — his voice was quivering —
and he said he knew there was a Dig
readership here, but he didn't want to
lose his job and he was sorry."
Notified of this decision last week,
Chriss said he is angered at the actions
of Plain Deaferrepresentatives.
"My understanding of free enterprise is that if I am willing to buy the
product, I should be able to sell it," he
said.
Because he was so upset by their decision, Chriss has called the circulation
department numerous times to inquire
about the decision, only to be told "it
was a management decision and that's
all." he said.
A manager in The Plain Dealer's circulation department who refused to
give his name said the company made
( decision in March to discontinue sales
of the paper in all areas west of Seneca
County, unless customers are on a mail
order basis.
"The decision was made because of
economic reasons," he said. "Our
company will take the revenues we are
saving (from discontinuing distribution) and use our resources to concentrate on the Cleveland product," he
said.
However, the manager refused to
elaborate on Chriss's situation and
would only say officials at the newspaper " don't want that happening."
D See Plain Dealer, page 5.
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Are We Having Fun Yet?
As part of the 1989 Homecoming festivities, the University Activities Organization sponsored a Homecoming Blanket Concert
near the Student Services Building Wednesday featuring the three-member band On The Rocks. Although the sparse crowd
seemed to enjoy the concert, freshman Alecia Mazza, unimpressed, naps on her boyfriend's back.

De Klerk set Swimmer pleads guilty
to negotiate
by Jeff Batdorf
staff writer

by Greg Myre
Associated Press writer

PRETORIA. South Africa - President F.W. de
Klerk told militant anti-apartheid leaders Wednesday he was ready to negotiate on black voting rights,
but they demanded more concessions before serious
talks begin.
The three-hour meeting with Anglican Archbishop
Desmond Tutu and two other church leaden came a
day after de Klerk announced his decision to free
eight longtime security prisoners, including seven
leaders ofthe outlawed African National Congress.
"I hope today's meeting will be looked on as a
milestone on the positive road ahead," de Klerk said
after the talks.
D See Negotiation., page 4.

One swim team member has pled guilty to charges
of breaking and entering and five others have left
school following a criminal investigation of stolen
University property.
Richard Foster, senior business major, has agreed
to plead guilty and waive his right to a trial, said
Dave Woessner, chief assistant in the criminal division of the Wood County Prosecutor's Office.
"(He) has agreed to plead guilty to very serious
felonious charges and (he) could go to prison for
this," Woessner said.

Summary suspensions were issued Oct. 3 to Foster, Craig Schoenlein and Craig Janeck because of
their circumstances.
The students had five days to appeal the suspensions, but no appeals were made.
In other developments:
Janeck, junior business major, was indicted by the
grand jury Oct. 4 on charges of receiving stolen
property. His arraignment date is Oct. 16.

Thomas M. Thomas was arraigned in Bowling
Green Municipal Court last Friday and was released
on bond. A pre-trial hearing is set for Oct. 18.

Other swimmers arrested Include: Jonathan Warnick, junior pre-business major; Scott Kent, sophomore pre-business major; and Schoenlein, sophoFoster could face a maximum penalty of five years more pre-business major.
m prison and a 12,500 fine. His arraignment is Oct. 16.
Woessner said the investigation has not stopped
Clifton Boutelle, director of public relations, said
(the other five) swimmers have either dropped out and further charges are pending sometime next
or been suspended from the University.
week.
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NFL sees light
For years the National Football League resembled Rip Van Winkle.
After all, it took the NFL 64 years to reopen its
eyes in regards to Affirmative Action.
Monday night marked the first time since Fritz
Pollard roamed the sidelines for the Hammond,
Ind., professional football team in 1925, that there
was a black head coach on the sidelines of the NFL.
Art Shell took his place in history when he donned
the headphones and took charge of the team he once
played for — the Los Angeles Raiders.
The irony of the situation is that it took NFL outlaw Al Davis to enlighten the top brass around the
league and create true equal opportunity in a sport
that refused to give blacks a chance on the sidelines.
But, more importantly, there seems to be a
change of philosophy that is slowly sweeping the
sporting world regarding Affirmative Action.
Did if take the racial overtones that surrounded
sports after the public remarks made by Al Campanis about blacks not having the "necessities" to
handle the reponsibilities?
Or was it the disbelief heard around the country
when NFL "expert" Jimmy "The Greek" Snyder
stated his absurd opinion about the development of
the black athlete?
It was probably a combination of things.
But Al Davis is to be commended for being the
pioneer who started the change of attitude in footAfter all, he was the first person in the NFL to
figure out that a coach shoukfbe judged by win-loss
records and not skin color.

South Africans
merit sainthood
Hanging on in quiet desperation is the South
African way.
Helpless — but not hopeless — nine men have
been quietly waiting in a Johannesburg prison for a
quarter of a century, watching and hoping their
protests will make a difference.
Soon, eight of these anti-apartheid leaders will be
set free after serving more than 20 years' time for
resisting the white government now headed by
President F. W. de Klerk.
Such an act may seem to be a waste of time and of
life to those who believe their actions are in vain.
Far from this, it is instead an inspiration to those
who believe in any cause.
To many Americans, spending a weekend marching through the street waving a banner is protest
enough. We have no idea of the anguish and hardship the protestors have experienced — and probably never will.
To devote an entire lifetime attempting to institute equality in mankind is worthy of more than
mention in the news — it is unquestionably deserving of sainthood.
The backbone of these men is faith — a feeling
that has kept the protestors' spirit alive throughout
their imprisonment.

The President's Pen-Kevin Coughlin C*

'89-'90: The Year of the Student 4 ^
In each decade of this century,
our nation has been faced with
many challenges, and each time
we have found the people to
meet those challenges. This is
why the 20th century has often
been referred to as the American Century. Closer to home in
Bowling Green, an outpouring of
activity by the student body has
prompted me to dub this year as
the year of the student, we have
been joined together to hurdle
barriers and have even taken
the initiative in some cases.
We saw a great example of
this, Perry Field's first ever
night game, when about 25.000
cheered on our Falcon football
team. We are all aware of the
situation that faces BGSU and
its gridders if our game attendance does not average
17,000. Luckily, we have two outstanding home games left. As
you read this column, Homecoming festivities are about to
begin, culminating with the
Backyard Brawl against Toledo.
In a few weeks Parent's Day will
bring us Kent State. With two

more good turnouts by the student body, we will be able to
keep our division status. Let's
keep it up.
Students have answered the
call in other situations this
semester as well. A record
number of voters in the USG
Fall elections and higher interest and participation levels in
the government and other student groups are signs that we
are willing to be involved and
work for a better campus community.
Together, we turned away a
proposal that would have
brought us to class on Labor Day
in a textbook display of what
student governments are meant
to do. A quick position was taken
by the executive branch, the
government's polling mechanism was put in high gear,
reaching over 300 students and
getting opinions. The legislature
passed a resolution and finally,
In the Faculty Senate, the student body's amendment to keep
the calendar intact was unanimously approved. That is what

USG can do, thanks to the help of
the students we polled.
We as students have taken the
initiative in providing ourselves
with evaluations of faculty and
courses in a guide that will aid
course selection for business
classes in spring 1990. We realize the need for such a service
and so we simply do it ourselves
and I am committed to having a
campus-wide guide available to
the student body early next fall.
We will be called upon to meet
other challenges that await us.
Racism is rearing its ugly head
on campuses around our nation;
at Dartmouth, Michigan and
Western Michigan where roving
gangs attack students of opposite colors and tensions mount
between cultures. There are
those who feel that racism can
be solved by causing resentment
and provoking confrontation.
But we must see history as a
rear view mirror in which "objects are closer than they appear," especially when people
from that history attempt to
drag us back to it. We owe it to

ourselves to do better than that.
Students who have registered
to vote in Wood County will need
to answer the call for student
representation on the City Council. I have been criticized for appearing to endorse a student
candidate for re-election because of his party affiliation. I
want to make clear that BG
studetns represent half of this
city, and that our only real shot
at representation is on one of six
wards. I find it imperative that
we keep our student councilman
in office and that's why I call on
the student body to keep Don
Pond working for you.
We have met the challenges
that have faced us thus far and
we will probably have many
more to come. But the events of
the past two months have made
clear to all who can see that the
student body is alive and well at
BGSU ana moving forward.
Somehow, that's a good thing to
know.
Coughlin, president of Undergraduate Student Government,
is also a columnist for the news.

Correction
Red Cross awards to donor appointment recruiters
given prizes. Unfortunately,
the Red Cross can not pay donors or provide monetary inI am writing in response to centives tor donating blood. If
the article which appeared in
The BG News (Oct. 11) titled this were the case, we probably
"Red Cross recruits do- would not have the apathy that
nors/Prizes offered for donatwe now have. A contest would
To the Editor,

ing." While the Red Cross appreciates news coverage of the
contest, we would like to clear
up misunderstandings that
may result from the article.
First, the headline should
have read, "Red Cross offers
prizes for recruiting blood donors." The headline which appeared in The BG News
suggests that donors will be

not be necessary to incease
blood donation. Individuals
would gladly roll up their
sleeves to donate blood.
The contest sponsored by the
Red Cross is an effort to increase the show-rate of donors
through the scheduling of appointments. Without appointments people often don't make
the time or simply forget to do-

nate. Appointments instill a
sense of commitment and
serve as a reminder to donate.
Contest participants who serve
as recruiters and who commit
the most people to donate blood
during the Nov. 6-10 blood
drive will be awarded $100, $50
or $25 gift certificates to the
University Bookstore.
It is very important to note,
however, that anyone who wishes to donate blood may do so
without an appointment. The
majority of blood donors at the
BGSU blood drives have been
and will probably continue to
be donors who walk in without
an appointment. As the articles
accurately stated, 275 donors
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are needed daily to fill our
community's need for blood.
Therefore, we encourage all
students, faculty, and staff to
donate blood at the BGSU
blood drives. As the article
stated, the Red Cross hopes
that the BGSU bloodmobOes
will be self-sufficient operations in the future. This means
that they would be planned and
operated entirely by BGSU
volunteeers. As tar as donors
are concerned, the Red Cross
gratefully accepts any eligible
donors who care enough to give
the gift of life.
Stacy Bolyard
American Red Cross
Wood County District Office
byJohnBoissy
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Their courage is to be commended, for they have
been able to do something we could not.
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Group displays colors
Pink triangles signify homosexual 'coming out'
by Michelle Matheson
staff writer

Editor's note: Katie and Michael asked that their last
names not be disclosed due to
fear of harassment.
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
observed National Coming Out
Day with the use of symbolic
pink triangles.
According to Michael, a graduate student at the University
and member of LAGA, these are
a symbol of the gay community
standing to say "never again."
The gay community uses the
pink triangle as a reclaiming of
a symbol once used by the Nazi's
in the persecution of gays during
World War II. During the Holocaust, gays were forced to wear a
pink triangle on their shirts just
as Jews wore a yellow star and
eilitical prisoners wore red
tangles, Michael said.
National Coming Out Day is
important because "it's a day
we can stand up as a community
and show our stength in our own
individual ways," he said.
Coming out is a never-ending
Erocess of becoming comfortale about your sexuality and letting others know, Michael said.
NCOD encourages people to
"do something to take a step out
of the closet, Katie, the president of LAGA, said.
"Taking your next step," is

what NCOD is all about, she
said.
Lesbians and gays are still
fighting for job and housing security and recognition as a viable minority group, Katie said,
and gays still do not have many
civil rights.
"We're stilled denied many
things," she said.

NCOD originated the week of
Oct. 11, 1987 with a national
march on Washington, D.C., for
lesbian and gay civil rights. The
march, 600,000 strong, has been
observed for the past two years
with NCOD.
"It was a big day of demonstration," Michael said.

LAGA offers new
gay info hotline
by Michelle Matheson
staff writer

The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
will open the University's first
fiublic lesbian and gay informaion and referral telephone line
on Oct. 16, according to Michael,
coordinator of the LAGA Information Line.
The phone number, 352-LAGA
(352-5242). has been established
to serve the general public with
information about gay issues
and concerns.
"Now anyone can call
352-LAGA, whether they are
gay, think they might be gay,
are friends or parents of gays, or
just someone researching gay
issues," Katie, president of
LAGA said.
"We expect a lot of gays and
lesbians in Northwest Ohio are

feeling isolated and have no idea
how many resources are available to them," she said.
The information line will be in
operation Monday, Wednesday
and Friday evenings 7 to 10 p.m.
A recorded message will be available 24 hours every day.
"We have seen a growing need
in the Bowling Green community over the past several years to
have a central source of information for and about gays and
lesbians," Michael said.
The phone line is an information and referral line only, he
said, it is not a counseling service.
People can call directly now,
Katie said, they ao not have to
leave names and numbers.
"They can just ask questions
— it's a lot less stressful," she
said.

BG News / Pat Mingarelli

Falcon's Eye View

A University falcon logo painted on a Harshman Cafeteria window gets looked over by judges ot the
Window Splash. Homecoming 1989. Stephanie Reichert (left). Lisa Mastrodonato (middle) and Cathy Earley (right) judge this painting and those on other residence halls in four categories. Window Splash coordinator Bob Liegl (back) said the winner will be annouced today.

to be heard from."
Ohio Right to Life and other
anti-abortion activists will rally
in Columbus on Oct. 28. The next
day, Spangler's group plans a
"Marcn for Choice" in Columbus with Democratic Gov. Richard Celeste and Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio.
Rep. Joan Lawrence, R-Galena, author of a bill to permit
abortions under certain guidelines up to the 25th week of pregnancy, agreed that Florida s

Abortion
D Continued from page 1.
Pro-choice candidates won in
South Carolina and California.
But in South Carolina the winner
was the daughter of a predecessor and in California two candidates split the anti-abortion
vote, Folger said.
Spaneler said if restrictive
legislation is offered in Ohio
"fie pro-choice people are going

constitution may have prompted
some opposition to restrictions.
But she said Florida is "indicative of what is going to happen
in some states. I don't think Ohio
will add many restrictions."
She said her bill was introduced to provide a forum for
discussion and "doesn't really
do anything." She said abortions
are not performed after the 25th
week of pregnancy, except in extreme cases.

BURGER KING PRESENTS SWEATSHIRT MANIA!
B Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle I Dazzle I Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle

Km® Presents:
Homecoming '89 Mixer
Featuring:

Champion
li Tlii Grand Ballroom
Friday tie 13th
9:00 p.m. ■ 1:00 a.m.
Admission si ao
B Dazzle B'Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle B Dazzle B'Dazzle B Dazzle B'Dazzle B Dazzle

HOME FALCON HOCKEY
OPENING SERIES THIS WEEKEND!

vs. Northern Michigan
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 7:30 P.M., ICE ARENA
TICKETS FOR BOTH GAMES Will BE AVAILABLE FOR PICKUP AND/OR
EXCHANGE AT THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE THROUGHOUT
THE WEEK, UNTIL THE SUPPLY IS DEPLETED. PLEASE NOTE THAT A
STUDENT ID. IS REQUIRED FOR BOTH PICKUP AND ADMISSION.

GOME FILL THE STANDS AND JOIN THE FUN!

(Tlai-co's Pizza

PRIME TIME '89
The FUN CONTINUES

FREE

First time ever HOLLVLUOOD SQURR6S GAM€,
Friday, Oct. 13th, 12 noon, in the Lenhort
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Come join in the fun with some of B.G.'s distinguished alums
ond VOU could be o contestant battling it out for 2 tickets
to UflO's upcoming concert!!
Our Panelists include:
1. Dick Berry
5. Paul Stankavich
2. "TR€V" the DJ
6. flndree Sterling
3. Dancie Moore
7. Jim Tichy
4. Jim Rudes
8. Gordon UJard

Fast Free
Delivery

EXTRA SAUCE
THICK CRUST
(JUST ASK WHEN ORDERING)

Bowling
Green
1045 N. Main St.

353-0044

VOTED THE BEST PIZZA IN B.G.
SAVE M

—~i r.

TWO MEDIUM
PIZZAS
Cheese & 1 Item

SINGLE
LARGE PIZZA
Cheese & 2 Items

$735
Uddltfcxnl Htm$ Only l.lO<Sw— »oth Plmil

£*-'%

• No Olhei Coupon With irvt Off*
EXP 10-31-89 M-1.50

$645

m

ORIGINAL OR PAN PIZZA
• Additional lt»m Crty 76
• No OHW Coupon WHh Th* Otl»r
EXP 10-31-M

M-2.00
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Review board created
Students to be 'secret shoppers' in cafeterias
ing faculty and its service, he

by Jennifer Today
staff writer

To insure the best quality service and food to customers, a
Food Operations review board is
being developed, according to
the associate director of Food
Operations.
Edward O'Donnell said the
review board will consist of two
Kups: the secret shoppers and
advisory committee.
Secret shoppers will be students who eat twice a month
within the full food service operation, he said.
While eating at the various
dining halls, snack bars and restaurants, the secret shoppers
will be gathering information
that will help Food Operations'
directors evaluate their quality
and service, O'Donnell said.
Students involved in this section will volunteer, but they will
be reimbursed for their meals,
he said.
Surveys will be filled out by
the secret shoppers, which will
be passed on to the advisory
committee to evaluate the din-

The identity of the secret
shoppers will be known by only a
few Food Operations employees.
"This will guarantee that the
students will not receive any
special treatment from the
staff," be said.
After reviewing the surveys,
the advisory committee will be
responsible for evaluating the
service and customer relations,
help to compose surveys and develop promotions, O'Donnell
said.
Also, the committee members
will act as an advisory group for
marketing and merchandising
of the debit card, he added.
The advisory committee will
consist of one student employee,
who will serve as chairman, one
full time employee, one manager and O'Donnell.
Committee members will be
paid $4 per hour for attending
the meetings, he said.
Eight students will make up
the Food Operations Review
Board, and they need to demonstrate leadership qualities and
good communication skills, O'-

Donnell said.
These students must live on
campus and have a meal contract to become members of the
board, he said
"We want students who are
willing to openly share their
ideas, both positive and negative
and help evaluate the system,"
O'Donnell said.
A reason for forming the
board is that Food Operations
will have another way, besides
comment cards, to find out what
the students want and they will
be able to evaluate suggestions
through direct participation, he
said.
Judy Lianos, assistant manager for Harshman dining hall,
said the Review Board will be an
effective idea as long as students participate in the program
and give the adivisory committee their input.
"The Food Operations Review
Board makes the students feel
that they are directly involved in
the system and making decisions to improve it," she said.
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Set...Hut!

While praticlng for their intramural football game, sophomore Catherine Cornelius snaps the football to
sophomore Jenny Howard Wednesday evening. Their team, the Touchdown Teasers, was practicing in the
Rodgers Quadrangle courtyard for its game tonight at 8 behind the Business Adminstration Building.

Home shopping's popularity rises
by Ivan Groger
staff writer

Home shopping channels have
taken consumers a step toward
in the process of turning
viewers' homes into shopping
malls.

In Wood County there has
been such a demand for the
home shopping channels offered
on cable television that Wood
County Cable, 118 N. Main St.,
recently added a second home
shopping channel to their menu.
For three years, the cable
company has carried the Home
Shopping Network but recently
added the Qualtiy Value Convenience network.
"We put on QVC because we
feel they have better
products," said Larry Miller,

general manager of Wood
County Cable.
The cable channel sells items
such as crystal, gold jewlery,
tools and much more.
With the addition of another
network, there will be more of
an outlet to the consumers in the
area.
"The networks are used frequently by the subscribers... and
sales have been constant," Miller said.
"If they (home shopping
channels) didn't sell products,

we'd take them off and put
something on that would appeal
to the subscriber," Miller said.
In addition to having a better
product. QVC has been quite
successful.

The number of consumers
buying from QVC is increasing
and the company has a 55 percent rate of repeat customers,
Alvin said.

The QVC network has a 99
percent satisfaction level among
its customers, according to
Marybeth Alvin, director of public relations for QVC, who added
the cable network has maintained this level for one and onehalf years.

With a high customer satisfaction rate, sales have been up 72
percent from last year, she said.
The third largest home shopping channel is predicted to sell
between $260 to $290 million for
1989, Alvin said.

This figure only represents
part of the amount the home
shopping industry will be making in sales for the year.
An estimated $1.6 billion in
sales is predicted for the industry, Alvin said.
The forecasted amount is following a trend from the past two
years.
In 1987, she said, the industry
had $1.1 billion in sales and 1988
there were $1.4 billion in sales.

Negotiations

JUST GREAT BUFFETS

□ Continued from page 1.

Friday Menu:
Baked Fish
Baked Chicken
Au Grata Potatoes
RicePW
Roast Pork
Roast Ham
Vegetable
Sated Bar
Desserts
Cherry Crisp
-Desserts

^rtappu djirtkdau, aDi

The Advisory Board of the
Gish Film Theater
invites you to a birthday

celebration in honor of

/r/jJd cJLiilian Ljbn
featuring the announcement of the
Gish Endowed Professor of Film Studies
Friday, October 13
11:30 a.m., Gish Film Theater
A videotape of the celebration will be sent
to Miss Gish

6»

ATTENTION
ALL MINORITY STUDENTS
Due to unforseen circumstances,
B.B.C.A. and B.S.U. are extending
nominations for Homecoming King &
Queen candidates until Thursday,
Oct. 12 at 12:00 noon. Ballots are to
be turned in to The Minority Student
Activities Office on the 3rd floor in
the Union. Ballots may be picked up
in Minorities Student Activity Office if
you did not receive one. Elections
will be held Friday, Oct. 13 at The
Greek Show & Dance.

But Tutu, the Rev. Allan Boesak, president of the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, and
the Rev. Frank Chikane, general secretary of the South African Council of Churches, said de
Klerk declined to give clear-cut
responses
to their demands.
4<
We made it clear we need results," Chikane said. "Without
results, we can't have negotiations."
The clergymen demanded the
lifting of the state of emergency,
legalization of the African
National Congress and other
banned groups, the release of all
detainees and political
prisoners, the lifting of restrictions on political activity,
and clemency for prisoners on
Death Row.
"If these things happen, we'll
say to our people: give them
(the government) a chance.
They are serious," Tutu said.
However, the clergymen said
they would press on with calls
for tougher economic sanctions
against South Africa unless de
Klerk complied with their demands.
De Klerk, who became president in August, said the clergymen were reluctant to trust his
pledges to negotiate a new, just
political system.
"We are really no longer arguing about the fact that all South
Africans must have a vote, that
all South Africans must become
involved in all decisions affecting their life," he said. "What
we must now start talking about
is how do we structure that."
De Klerk opposes a one-man,
one-vote system and black
majority rule. He has not specified what role he envisions for
blacks in the national government.
The president said his
government planned to consult
with a wide range of South African leaders as part of a step-bystep process to negotiate a new
constutition.
He declined to say when the
eight prisoners would be
released, but other government
officials said it could be within
days.
Nelson Mandela, the African
National Congress' best-known
imprisoned leader, is not among
the eight, and de Klerk said his
status was not discussed at
Wednesday's meeting.
Mandela is widely expected to
be released within the next few
months.
The decision to release the
eight prisoners unconditionally
was widely praised overseas
and in South Africa.
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City
Zone law costly to sorority

■GN«w«

After being granted a one year zoning variance by city officials in June to allow for a
possible zoning change, the Pi Beta Phi sorority will have to give up the use of its
house's basement.
A request for a zoning change to allow use
of the basement was filed by the building's
owner, Robert Maurer, but was withdrawn
before the Sept. 18 meeting of Bowling Green
City Council.
The basement of the house is used by the
sorority for meetings and meals, Pi Phi
President Michelt Kunka said.
But the use of this floor came into question
after a formal complaint was filed with the
city noting the house's violation of zoning
codes.
The four-floor Pi Phi house is located in an
R-3 — or three-story residental — zone. The
sorority's use of four floors breaks the existing zoning laws.
Kunka said Maurer had told them they
could use the basement.
"It's a fight between the city and
Maurer," Kunka said. "We're innocent victims in the whole situation."
But Ward 1 City Councilman Don Pond
said there is no question about the zoning
laws.
"If they were led to believe a fourth floor
... was consistent with the zoning laws, then I
would say they were misled," Pond said.

Pond said the building, being in violation
of the zoning laws, should never have been
built.
It is the responsibility of the contractor or
developer of a new building to call the city
for a final inspection, Pond said. The final
inspection should reveal the building's conformity to city zoning laws.
In the construction of the Pi Phi house, this
call was apparently never made, Pond said.
The zoning change requested by Maurer
frobably would not nave been passed by City
ouncil Pond said, but not because of any
transgressions by the Pi Phi's, calling them
a "model" sorority.
"They (the Pi Phi's) were an innocent
third party," he said.
Pond said Maurer widthdrew because "he
wanted to avoid the acrimony that would
occur at a public meeting."
Maurer refused to comment on the situation.
Pond explained it would be a bad precedent for a building to go up in direct violation
of existing zoning laws and then be approved
for a zoning change.
Other builders would be encourgaged to do
the same, and "then there would be no use
for zoning laws," Pond said.
As an example of the effect that such a
zoning change would have, Pond said many
of the developments on Court Street, be
tween the courthouse and the railroad
tracks, had applied for rezoning as a result
of Maurer's request.

Kunka said while the Pi Phi's would not be
able to use the basement, the sorority was
not being kicked out of the building.

by Wynne Everett
staff writer

The Pi Phi letters can remain on the building and they will still call the building their
house, she said, but the loss of the floor will
affect them.

In an attempt to create a
cleaner city as well as better
relations between the city and
campus communities, a new
program to involve campus
organizations in a weekly litter clean-up is in the planning
stages with the City -University Relations Committee.

"Its going to be a burden for us to go on
campus to have our meetings," Kunka said.
Charles Kurfess, Pi Phi lawyer, said his
client was "the one they decided to pick on,"
and that other sororities and fraternities are
violating zoning laws.

A formal proposal for an
"adopt-a-block program
will be presented at the next
commitee meeting, Oct. 25,
by Undergraduate Student
Government National, State
and Community Affairs Coordinator Linda Schnetzer.

The city's definition of a fraternity or sorority house is "any dwelling intended or
used by members of a fraternal organization
for purposes of habitation," Kurfess said.
He said this means any group of sorority
sisters could rent a house and have it defined
as a sorority house and that the city was not
enforcing the laws strictly.

Modeled after a similar
program at Texas Tech University, the plan would assign
off-campus mocks to various
campus organizations who
would agree to clean the area
on a regular basis.

Kurfess also questioned why the city had
"sat on its hands" for so long before taking
action against the sorority.
"They (the Pi Phi's) have been the victim
of a series of events and non-events by the
city and Maurer," Kurfess said. "I think all
of them have an obligation to rectify the situation."

The organizations' designated areas would vary in
size with the size of the
groups and would be marked
with street signs to recognize
the group's efforts, Schnetzer
said!

Plain Dealer
D Continued from page 1.
Chriss said he has heard
several other stories explaining
the Plain Dealer's actions and
he has hired a lawyer to explore
the possibility of suing them.
"To the best of my knowledge,
they cannot keep me from buying their product — I should be
able to get all of the papers I
want," he said.
Quarter's has carried the
paper for about seven or eight
months and had just begun to
pick up a steady clientele.
Although Chriss said he was

not selling as much as he had
expected, ne sold at least 100 copies each day and after Cleveland Browns' games he would
sell double that amount.
In addition, Chriss had started
to supply subscriptions and was
setting papers aside for the regular customers.
"Even though we were only
making five cents profit on each
paper, it did not make a difference," he said, adding that customer satisfaction was of
greatest importance to him.
Chriss said he cannot under-

stand why such a large corporation with a circulation of 1 million would be so upset at what he
was doing.
"I feel uke the little tiny guy —
the mosquito on the butt of an
elephant, he said. Customers
who had been driving from
Toledo and other areas even further than Toledo to get the paper
are angry, Chriss said.
"As long as they were getting
the paper, I was a great guy," he
said. "Now, all ot the sudden,
everybody is (extremely mad)
and some are even being rude

S

Student groups
plan clean-up

Violation causes Pi Phi's to relinquish use ot basement
by John Kohlstrand
staff writer

October 12,1989

"It should only take two
members one hour a week to
keep the group's assigned
area clean, Schnetzer said,
"which isn't much compared
to the time devoted now by
some groups in one-time-only
cleanups.

about it."
However, several people were
appreciative that Chriss had
been making such a strong
effort to get the paper for them,
he said.
Although he has been unsuccessful in dealing with Plain
Dealer representatives at this
point, Chriss said he would love
to sit down and talk to them so
his customers can get their
papers.
"We're willing to go the extra
mile," he said.

Gayl Pearson, coordinator
for the city's litter prevention
and recycling program, said
she believes the "adopt-ablock" plan would be an improvement over the system
the office now uses to promote voluntary litter patrols.
The office provides trash
bags and maps marking fre-

quently littered areas to various student groups who plan
occassional litter pick-ups,
but no regular campus-wide
program exists.
"We always support litter
collections," she said, "but
usually they're just one-shot
deals. With our lack of manpower, regular attention and
a year-long commitment
would help us tremendously."
Honors Student Association
President Mike Pollock said
he believes if campus organizations were given adequate
time to plan for the litter patrols that a monthly clean-up
would be a good idea.
"I like the idea of getting
that many people involved.
Pollock said. "The only problem I see is with the amount
of time that may be involved.
People are usually involved
in more than one group.
Maybe two or three weekends
a semester would work, but
people usually have more
than one commitment."
Pearson said she believes
the concern students would
show for the city through the
"adopt-a-block" plan would
help better their relations
with other Bowling Green residents.
"It's an excellent 'good
neighbor' PR project. Not
much attention is ever paid to
the positive contributions
students make to the community. Neighborhoods would be
able to see the concern students have for Bowling
Green," Pearson said.
After its initial proposal,
the "adopt-a-block" plan will
receive revisions from the City-University Relations
Committee before it reaches
student groups, Schnetzer
said.
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THE UNIVERSITY BANDS OF BGSU HAVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN THE UNIVERSITY AND
CONCERT BAND FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS. IF YOU
O
HAVE AN INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN ONE
m
OF THESE ENSEMBLES, CONTACT:
UNIVERSITY BANDS
1010 MUSICAL ARTS
372-2186
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO! !!!!!•
FIRST ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SUNDAY
OCT. 15. 7:00 PM ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING
OR CALL ABOVE PHONE. SPRING QUARTER
CREDIT AVAILABLE . NON-MUSIC MAJORS
WELCOME IN ANY BAND.
;.. CLARINET
PERCUSSION
FLUTE.

o
CO

B.G.S.U. HOMECOMING 1989

"PRIME TIME 89" A SALUTE TO BROADCASTING

HOMECOMING PARADE
The Wild Funtier
THURSDAY
College I.D. Night

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1989 - 6:30 PM.
ROUTE: ICE ARENA WEST ON RIDGE TO N.
COLLEGE, NORTH TO COLLEGE PARK
JOIN THE PARADE AS IT PASSES YOU BY AND
FOLLOW IT TO COLLEGE PARK FOR THE

TONIGHT
"Hot Legs Contest"

HOMECOMING RALLY AND BON FIRE

GET IN FREE!!
Every Thursday

BE IN ATTENDANCE FOR THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE
HOMECOMING COURT FINALIST, SPEECHES BY COACHES
AND PLAYERS, THE POMMERETTES, CHEERLEADERS,
MASCOTS, SICSIC, FALCON MARCHING BAND AND THE
RAFFLE OF OVER 50 PRIZES INCLUDING A

18 &

OVL-I

Located 1 O minutes north of
Bowling Green on Rt. 25
Formerly Buttons
Proper ID required
874-2253

AT 7:15 PM.
FEATURING 93Q/S MASON & DIANE

TRIP FOR 2 TO FLORIDA
RAFFLE TICKETS MAY BE PICKED UP DAILY FROM THE
AMA TABLE IN THE UNION OVAL IF YOU ARE WEARING
YOUR HOMECOMING BUTTON.
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Complex target
1
of 'Crackdown
by Milch Weiss
Associated Press writer

TOLEDO — A second housing project is being targeted by an ;intidnig group that set up a crime-free zone to rid a neighborhood of illegal activities, the program's administrator said Wednesday.
Carty Finkbeiner of Crackdown Inc. said community groups
planned to rally at the East Toledo Family Center Wednesday night
Before marching several blocks to Weiler Homes to declare a similar zone.
Weiler, a 386-unit complex built 50 years ago, has gained the reputation over the years as being a haven for drug dealers, Finkbeiner
said.
"As long as we have the professionally trained and committed offduty police officers and citizens that will work with them, it will be a
success," Finkbeiner said.
Crackdown is a non-profit agency that operates a 24-hour hotline
for people with information about alleged drug dealers. The identitiy
of the caller is protected, and all information is turned over to police.
Northwood Apartments was the first housing project for the organization's program.
Crackdown has been using volunteers and off-duty police officers
to patrol the complex. Most of the money for the officers has come
from the Lucas Metropolitan Housing Authority, which owns and
operates Northwood and Weiler.
Since early August, Crackdown, operating out of a trailer, has
curbed criminal activity such as drug trafficking, prostitution and
robbery in Northwood and the surrounding neighborhood, Finkbeiner said.
Crackdown will remain at Northwood. Finkbeiner said the organization will try to buy and renovate a house in the neighborhood and
turn it into a community center, where residents can meet, while
block watch groups and an off-duty security force set up shop.
The housing authority will pay for the off-duty police officers to
patrol the Weiler complex seven days a week. The housing authority's drug task force, composed of off-duty police officers and
private security guards, will be called in to help when needed.
Charles Matuszynski, the housing authority's executive director,
said Weiler was chosen because millions of dollars are being spent to
renovate apartments and make other improvements.
Some of Weiler's one-bedroom apartments are being combined to
create two- and three-bedroom unfts, which should reduce the number of apartments to about 350 within two years.
In addition, other improvements are being made, including new
sidewalks and security lighting, Matuszynski said.
The bousing authority's drug task force has made several sweeps
through Weiler in the last six months, he said.
"We feel that we've already made a big difference at Weiler," Matauszynski said.
"What we're saying is this is a very nice place to live. These are
nice apartments and It's a safe neighborhood," he said.
4th and Final Wwk
B*n^i2S-S.15onii

ROBIN

LAST NIQHT
Times: 7:15-9:30

WILLIAMS

He was their inspiration. He made their lives extraordinary.

States refuse nuclear waste
by Robert Burns
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — The Bush administration pressed governors of seven states Wednesday to help avert a possible forced shutdown of the Rocky Flats nuclear arms plant
by agreeing to temporarily store part of its
radioactive waste next year.
Most of the seven — Idaho, Colorado, New
Mexico, Nevada, South Carolina, Tennessee
and Washington — had indicated earlier this
week they would not accept any of the waste,
which contains plutonium that remains
radioactive for 240,000 years.
Washington Gov. Booth Gardner refused
to budge after receiving a telephone call
Wednesday from White House Chief of Staff
John Sununu and a personal visit from Mike
Lawrence, manager of the Energy Department's Hanford weapons plant near Richland.
"The answer is still no," Gardner said,
adding that although the federal government probably could force any state w take
the waste, he did not intend to relent.
South Carolina Gov. Carroll Campbell said
through spokesman Tucker Eskew that
while he was willing to listen to any proposals, "we certainly do not want to receive
more waste" at the Savannah River nuclear
weapons site near Aiken, S.C.
The administration says closing Rocky
Flats would amount to unilateral nuclear

by Randolph E. Schmld
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — There are
more than 20 million people of
Hispanic origin in the United
States, a nine-year increase of
5.5 million, the Census Bureau
reported Wednesday.
This is our first estimate of
over 20 million," Bureau

Desktop

Publishing
the copy center

spokesman Jorge Del Pinal
said. "It's up from about 14.5
million in 1980."
Hispanics constitute 8.2 percent of the U.S. population and
are the fastest growing large
population group. The bureau
said immigration was a major
factor in the increase, accounting for about half of the growth.
About two-thirds of the Hispanics in the United States live
in just three states. California
leads with 34 percent, followed
by Texas at 21 percent and New
York with 10 percent.
Florida has 8 percent of the
nation's Hispanics, and there
are significant populations in Illinois, New Jersey. Arizona,
New Mexico and Colorado, the
bureau reported.
Estimates are not prepared
for every state because "Hispanics are not well spread out
throughout the United States,"
Del Pinal said.
The Census report estimated
the total Hispanic population of
the United States at 20,076,000 as
of March, up from 19,431,000 a
year earlier.

Open 7 Days
354-3977

113 Railroad

Coupon
Specials

THE

11:00 A.M. 'till close

OF VCHNJGS
(Combination
Only
No All White or

2 PIECE
MEAL

expires
10/27/89
BGN

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

$1.99 4^

2 PIECE
MEAL

(Combination

THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL
|"GET AN EXTRA "I?rDOZEN"wiNGs"1
j WITH PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE I
I ORDER OF HOT, BBQ OR WISEGUY I
WINGS WITH COUPON
|
COUPON EXPIRES IO/31/89
I

EAT AT SPOT'S
Only
No All White or
Dark)

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

2 PIECE
MEAL

2
1
&
1

,25 E. COURT

(Combination
Only
No All White
or Dark)

expires
10/27/89
BGN

expires
10/27/89
BGN

Pieces of Chicken,
Small Mashed Potatoes
Gravy,
Buttermilk Biscuit
■Now FeaturingFresh-Baked Buttwml* Biscuits Mad* From Scratch
V— Our Convenhnl Drive Thru"

Kentucky Fried Chicken
We Have
Hot Soups
Available!

Idaho had been storing the waste at the
Energy Department's Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, but Gov. Cecil Andrus
halted shipments Sept. 1.

EVERYDAY

352-SPOT

by Paul Recer
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — Frequent malpractice lawsuits and sharply rising insurance premiums are causing some doctors to stop delivering
babies, leaving poor women with only limited obstetrical care, an
Institute of Medicine study said Wednesday.
A two-year study by a panel that included doctors, lawyers and
educators found that ''significant numbers" of obstetricians, other
physicians and nurse-midwives are limiting the types of care they
provide because of concern over being sued.
"The result is a serious shortage of obstetrical care in many rural
and inner city areas," Roger Bulger, chairman of the Institute of
Medicine study committee and president of the Association of Academic Health Centers said.
"The fear of being sued has caused many doctors and midwives to
limit care especially for women with high risk pregnancies," he
said. "In urban areas, this often means that low-income women
have been hurt the most by the lack of providers."
Bulger said such women generally are more likely to smoke and
have poor diets, both of which increase the risks of having an imperfect child.
The committee suggested both short-term and long-term solutions.
Immediate actions recommended were:
—States should subsidize medical liability premiums for obstetrical providers who treat women on Medic-aid.
—Revive the National Health Service Corps. This would provide
more loans for medical students who then would be obligated to
serve in areas where physicians are in short supply.
For more permanent solutions:
—The committee said states should experiment with alternatives
to the system of medical liability. Possible models could include a
no-fault compensation system for certain conditions, such as neurological impairment of a newborn. Also, negotiated contracts between doctor and patient, establishing in advance a system of binding arbitration to settle disputes.
—Consideration of a plan by the American Medical Association
that calls for an administrative processing of claims that would
determine fault, fix awards and discipline offenders.

Bowl 'n' Greenery
All You Can Eat
11:30- 2
$3.99
4 - 7

$4.50

• Soup n' Salad Bar
• Hot Entrees
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union
Coupons Accepted
4 - 7 only

$1.99

2 PIECE
MEAL

FREE DELIVERY
11:00 A.M. TO 2:0O A.M.

$1.99
(Combination
Only
No AH White or
Dark)

2 Pieces of Chicken.
I small Mashed
Potatoes & Gravy.
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

expires
10/27/89
BGN

from the seven states. Energy Department
officials identified eight sites in seven states
that Watkins wants to put the excess Rocky
Flats wastes in for two years, and possibly
longer. They are:
The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory near Idaho Falls, Idaho; the Hanford
Reservation near Richland, Wash.; the Los
Alamos National Laboratory near Los Alamos, N.M.: the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
near Carlsbad, N.M.; the Nevada Test Site,
near Las Vegas, Nev.: the Oak Ridge Reservation near Oak Ridge, Tenn.; the Rocky
Flats plant; and the Savannah River Site
near Aiken, S.C.
Leo Duffy, Watkins's chief adviser on nuclear waste issues, was on a three-state tour
of Nevada, Idaho and Colorado on Wednesday to brief those state's governors on a new
timetable for completing the permanent
waste dump in New Mexico. He also was
discussing Watkins' proposal for interim
waste storage sites, Keif said.
The other governors involved were being
briefed in person by senior officials from
Energy Department regional offices or from
weapons plants in their states.
Until now, the Rocky Flats waste problem
had been a tug-of-war between three states
and the Energy Department.

Hispanics fastest Poor women face
growing minority inadequate care

DEAD POETS SOCIETY kinko's
Come See Our Newly
Remodeled Store

disarmament since it is the sole maker of
plutonium triggers for warheads.
Colorado Gov. Roy Romer has vowed to
shut down Rocky Flats, which is 16 miles
from Denver, if waste stored in plant buildings exceeds 1,600 cubic yards. The Energy
Department estimates that limit will be
topped by March 1.
The department had expected to have a
permanent repository near Carlsbad, N.M.,
ready by this fall to store the Rocky Flats
waste, but a series of technical and regulatory setbacks has delayed the repository's
opening until at least July.
In an unusual move, Sununu telephoned
the governors to ask for their cooperation
and to stress that national security was at
stake, said Phil Keif, a spokesman for the
Energy Department, which owns Rocky
Flats.
"This is a critical thing," Keif said. "We
want them to share the burden."
Sununu's involvement marks an escalation in the administration's effort to break a
stalemate over the Rocky Flats waste.
Energy Secretary James Watkins met immediate, stiff resistance when he disclosed
at a Senate hearing last Thursday that he
planned to ask seven states to agree to temporary storage.
The seven were singled out because they
have Energy Department nuclear weapons
facilities that already hold vast amounts of
radioactive and toxic wastes.
In briefings for congressional delegations

1020 N. Main, 352-2061
Drive Thru Hours Sun Blurs 11 a.m. • 9 p m .
Fit. < Sat. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

THE 8EARCH 18 NOW ONI
1990 MISS OHIO USA* PAGEANT
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
If you are an applicant who qualifies and are
between the ages of 17 and under 25 by
February I, 1990, never married and at lean a
six month resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be Ohio's
representative at the CBS-natlonally televised
Miss USA* Pageant In February to compete for
over J200.000 In cash and prizes. The Miss Ohio
USA* Pageant for 1990 will be presented In the
Grand Ballroom of the Marriott North Hotel In
Columbus, Ohio, November 24, 25 and 26,
1989. The new Miss Ohio USA* , along with her
expense paid trip to compete in the CBSnationalry televised Miss USA* Pageant, will
receive over 52,000 In cash among her many .
priies. All girls Interested In competing for the
title must write to:
1990 Mlas Ohio USA* Pageant
c/o Trl-State Headquarters ■ Dept. CA,
347 Locust Avenue, Waahlngton, PA 15301-3399

SWEETEST DAY C^ BASKET

$19.95

A fresh flower arrangement of carnations and daisies in a 12"
heart-shaped basket surrounded by candy.

SWEETHEART VASE BOUQUET

$15.95

A delicate crystal sweetheart vase filled with M dozen colored
roses.

SUGAR BEAR

$3.95

Our stuffed 8" bear is holding a fresh carnation Just for your
special someone.

CANDY BAR BUD VASE

Trl-Stmte Hemdqumrtert Phone It 412/225-3343
Appllcmtlon Detdllnt to October IB, 1989.

$6.95

A bud vase of fresh flowers and candy bars.

Leuen mutt include § mceat aaaaaast
anWMwraaaw, Kairt)
Iir.
•/Wa»Q»A»»s^aataia«ilafU«il»a»»/a/*ariaiia»rri»
I ill
Was Ohio USA* la "A Canara Presssctlca"

SWEETS FOR THE SWEET
Sweetest Day Specials that are Sure to Please

30

The Flower Basket
sac

108 S. Main Ct.

ZSMZVBT

(next to Soft Rock)

Bowling Green, Ohio
352-6395 VISA Mst. Card

Sat. 0:30-6:00
WE

DELIVER

OPEN SWEETEST DAY
TILL B:Oo
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Pilot believed to have detected

Abortion pill looms in U.S. future

Show will examine environment

JERUSALEM (AP) — A Syrian pilot landed his Soviet-made
MiG-23 fighter jet in Israel Wednesday and the Israeli army said he
was a defector. Syria denied the pilot defected and said he was
forced to land because of a mechanical problem.
The pilot was being questioned by officials, including Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin, at a northern air base, Israeli radio said. Witnesses said the plane had not appeared to be in trouble.
Israel and Syria have been in a state of war since the Jewish state
was founded in 1948. Israeli officials said they believed today's landingwas the first time a Syrian plane landed voluntarily in Israel.
The army spokesman's office in Jerusalem said the Syrian pilot
was a defector but declined to give details.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Just as the abortion battle intensifies in
the courts and statehouses, some political observers and population
experts say the issue is bound to become an irrelevant refic, overtaken by technology.
They say the "abortion pill" in growing use in France inevitably
will reach America, legally or illegally, and forever change the argument: women who want abortions will have them without having
to visit clinics, possibly without doctors — and maybe even without
knowing whether they are pregnant.
To anti-abortion forces, the French pill is a cloud on the horizon. It
comes as the Supreme Court faces another opportunity to overturn
its 1973 decision that legalized abortion and as Florida legislators
meet in the nation's first special session on abortion since the high
court in July gave states additional power to regulate abortions.
"People on either side of the argument are spending a lot of
energy and emotion on a political issue that's going to be defused,"
said Leonard A. Cole, who teaches in the Science, Technology and
Society Program at Rutgers University in Newark, N.J. He has
looked into the likely political consequences of an easy-to-use, athome abortion pill.
Werner Fornos, president of the Population Institute, said RU486,
the French pill, "will make the entire issue moot. It will take the
judgmental community out of play."
Fomos said if the Supreme Court overturns Roe vs. Wade and
turns the abortion question back to the states, that it is likely to intensify the infiltration of RU486.
"This would become the newest of illegal substances that would
readily find themselves in the U.S. marketplace." he said.
The anti-abortion community's leaders acknowledge that the
French pill will divert their energies to new fronts — to keep the
drug from being smuggled into America, from being approved by
the Food and Drug Administration and from being manufactured by
U.S. pharmaceutical houses.
They already speak of boycotts of any drug house that seeks to
conduct research on the abortion pill.

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Actor Robert Wagner played reporter this
week to interview Texas Agriculture Commissioner Jim Hightower.
The two discussed farming, pesticides and the state of the soil during an interview Wagner was conducting for the Fox Broadcasting
Tv show "The Reporters."
Producers of the show said the premise of Wagner's segment is
that through pesticides, farming is a major polluter of the environment. Hightower, who is seeking re-election next year, has advocated organic agriculture.
"I was interested in the opportunity to meet Hightower," Wagner
said. "I have a ranch, and Ylove the land. Every day the environment becomes a bigger problem. How did it get to this point? What
can we do to make people aware of it? The results are critical."

In Damascus, a Syrian official said, "The plane faced a technical
failure and the pilot was compelled to make an emergency landing.''
He spoke on condition of anonymity.
The source denied the pilot defected and said the government has
begun contacts with the International Red Cross to secure the return
of the aircraft and the pilot.
Another Syrian source, who also insisted on not being identified,
said smoke was pouring out of the aircraft's only engine. "It was so
bad that immediate landing was a must. The pilot had no alternative
but to land in the nearest spot he could find."
The plane touched down at about noon, escorted by Israeli fighters, witnesses said. The army did not say if Israel had knowledge of
the defection before the plane was intercepted by escort craft.
The MiG-23 single-seat, swing-wing fighter bomber is considered
one of the top Soviet jets in use. The aircraft has a range of 530 miles
and can carry up to 17.000pounds in bombs and missiles.
The airman would be the first Syrian to defect to Israel and the
third Arab pilot to do so.

STATE / LOCAL
Power generators claimed safe

Cleveland gets rock inductions

DAYTON (AP) — Scientists who assembled two nuclear generators designed to power the Galileo spacecraft to Jupiter said
Tuesday the devices were tested extensively for safety and would
remain intact after an explosion.
"It is safe," Wayne Amos, programs manager for EG&G Mound
in suburban Miamisburg, said in a telephone interview from Cape
Canaveral, Fla. "It will withstand a major blast."
The plutonium-powered generators, called RTGs, have come
under fire from environmental groups that contend a space shuttle
launch with RTGs aboard poses a public health hazard.
The groups say an explosion during the launch could spread
radioactive plutonium over a wide area of Florida, increasing the
risk of cancer among people there.
A federal court in Washington. D.C., on Tuesday denied a request
by the groups to hault the launch, which had originally been scheduled for Thursday. The launch was later postponed because of an
engine problem.
Amos said the RTGs have undergone about $50 million worth of
testing, more than any other heat source that has gone into space.
The devices were tested to see how they would stand up to Are, explosions and impacts.
"There's a very, very slight chance that radiation would get out if
there was a launch accident," Amos said.
Chuck Goebel, who worked with Amos on the project at Mound,
said the RTGs failed to rupture when dropped on a granite rock from
a height that allowed them to achieve maximum velocity.

CLEVELAND (AP) — Cleveland will be the site of future inductions into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum, the museum's development director said Wednesday.
Rock Hall director Larry Thompson said representatives of the
New York-based Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Foundation will announce Oct. 24 at the Palace Theater that 1990 inductions will be in
Cleveland.
"It's another demonstration of the close relatioship of the two cities for the project," John Zoilo, development director for the $48 millionproject said.
"This is just another step in the right direction," Thompson said.
"In the past they treated (the announcement) as no big deal. This is
going to De much more of an event."
Museum supporters have raised $37 million and have a Nov. 15
deadline to raise $40 million for the project, Zoilo said.
"We have to have $40 million in cash and pledges by November
15th. We feel confident we'll get there," Zoilo said.
Federal officials last month rejected a $6.9 million Urban Development Action Grant request that would have put fund-raising above
the $40 million mark.

Goebel said for there to be a release of radiation, the force of an
explosion would have to directly hit the armored capsules encasing
the plutonium fuel pellets and the capsules would have to be struck
by a hard, sharp object in exactly the right spot. He said the chance
of that happening have been estimated at one in 2 million.

"Sure, it was a disappointment," Thompson said of the grant rejection. "But we are talking about other alternatives at this point.
We are still going in the right direction."
Over the last four years. 56 musicians and industry stars have
been inducted into the hall of fame, planned for the hanks of the
Cuyahoga River.
Cleveland was designated the site of the ball in 1986. Zoilo said
groundbreaking for the project is planned for November 1990 and the
hall should be completed by late 1992.
IS

'Annie 2* set for spring opening
NEW YORK (AP) — The sun has come out "Tomorrow" for an
11-year-old Missouri girl, who was chosen to play the world's most
famous orphan in "Annie 2," a $7 million musical opening on
Broadway In March.
Danielle Findley of Lee's Summit, Mo., will have a new Sandy as
her faithful companion in the sequel to the smash Broadway musical
"Annie," which arrived in New York in April 1977 and ran 2,377 performances.
Nearly 400 girls were auditioned for the lead role in New York,
Washington and Los Angeles before Danielle was chosen.
The lead character's dog, Sandy, is being replaced by a mixedbreed named Beau, who was adopted at a tender age by trainer Bill
Berloni. Berloni trained the original Sandy, who is now 16 or 17 "and
quite arthritic," said David Powers, the show's press agent.
The new show, subtitled "Miss Hannigan's Revenge, takes place
six weeks after the original musical, which ended with the imprisonment of Miss Hannigan, a villainous matron who ran an orphanage, and the adoption of Annie by the wealthy Daddy Warbucks.
It's based on the famous Harold Gray comic strip.
Dorothy London will again play Miss Hannigan, a role which won
her a Tony Award in 1977. Harve Presnell will portray Daddy Warbucks.
Most of the original production team will return for "Annie 2," including lyricist Martin Charnin and composer Charles Strouse, who
wrote the score. Charnin also will direct.
The new production goes into rehearsal next month and begins an
out-of-town tryout Dec. 22 at Washington's Kennedy Center. Itopens
March 1 at the Marquis Theatre in New York after several weeks of
previews.

Producer splits with actress wife
LOS ANGELES (API — Actress Peggy Lipton, one of the stars of
television's "The Mod Squad," has filedfor divorce from music producerQuincy Jones after 15 years of marriage, according to court
papers.
Lipton, whose real name is Margaret Ann Lipton Jones, cited irreconcilable differences for the breakup and is seeking unspecified
spousal and child support, according to papers filed Tuesday.
She also seeks joint custody of the couple's two daughters, Kidada,
15, and Rashida, 13, who have been living with their mother since
their parents separated three years ago, the court papers say.
The couple married Sept. 14,1974.
Lipton played Julie Barnes in "The Mod Squad," a series about
undercover, counterculture cops that aired from 1968 to 1973. Jones
has produced a number of hit albums.

Diller hopes to be gracious, kind
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — Comedienne Phyllis Diller says her
stage persona may be raucous, but at home she's the quiet, gentle
%
much
antii
"People ask me what my goal is, and it's to be a gracious lady, and
kind," said Diller, who is to perform in Auburn on Thursday.
"Pretty and lovely and sweet isn't funny," she said. "Can you pictureLiz Taylor being funny?"

HOME FALCON HOCKEY THIS WEEKEND...JOIN THE FUN!
3E ! SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
nlCiC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

ALL YOU CAN EAT^

PUTUS

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

BBQ RIBS
RIBS

E iginie for Some Type of
01 Grades or Parental Income
''00 000 hstmqs o' *.choI»r.»hina. fellow
■

I

mtl

icM

■

etc.

RIBS
TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00 p.m.

. . .$4.00

§! THE PHEASANT ROOM-2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
firocnuie

3 46-6401

I

No Reservations accepted for these Specials

SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEFL • NMB •
NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • FMGEMS •
FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE
If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first
Our students get the highest scores We've proven it to over
one million students Let us prove it to vou

KAPLAN

STANIEY H KAPIAN E0UCATIONAI CENTER LTD

CALL FOR CLASS SCHEDULES &
INFORMATIONTOLEDO CENTER 3450 W.
CENTRAL. SUITE 322
536-3701

Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. dally

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

Rich
Michaels
Band
Thurs. - Sat.
Oct. 12-14
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BG extends win streak to four with victory
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter
For 90 minutes of soccer yesterday, Bowling Green and
Miami seemed like they were
sleeping.
Two occasions, however, saw
the Falcons wake up from the
game-lone slumber to score,
giving BG a 2-0 win over the
Redskins at Mickey Cochrane
field Wednesday.
It was BG's fourth
consecutive victory, improving
the Falcons' record to 6-2-3 while
dropping MU to 5-10.
Both coaches agreed the
match was one of the least exciting they have ever witnessed.
"It was so boring it could put
you to sleep." Falcon head
coach Gary Palmisano said.
"It was one of the most boring
games I've seen in my entire
life," said Bobby Kramig,
Redskin head coach. "Almost
nothing happened in either
half."
Sloppy play by both teams
plagued the game — missed
scoring opportunities, errant
passes and misplayed headers
afflicted both squads throughout
the match.
"It was an ugly win — we had
no cohesion as a unit," Palmisano said. "It speaks something
positive for your team if you can

play poorly and still win."
The Falcons broke a scoreless
deadlock at 71:12 on a play beginning at the midfield. Freshman back Brian Lord took control of the ball at the center of
the field and passed it to midfielder Chris lantoni who was
charging up the left side.
lantoni took the ball to the
baseline, then blew by MU back
Jeff McRaven ana dribbled
toward the goal along the baseline.
He scooted the ball in front of
the goalie box where BG's Kyle
Royer was waiting. The junior
forward, in one motion, handled
the pass and placed the ball to
the right of Redskin goalkeeper
Dave Reser for his fifth goal this
season.
"I told them at halftime we
should try to go wide and take
the endline," Palmisano said. "I
told them to draw the defense to
them, then hit the goal.
"It was a nice play by Chris
and Kyle finished it well/'
BG scored its second goal with
1:01 remaining, as striker Rob
Martella took a shot that Reser
saved. But the freshman got
control of the rebound and put
the ball into the net.
The Falcon defense thwarted
subsequent scoring attempts,
giv
~ving keeper Mickey Loescher
his fourth shut-out of the season.
The Redskins, with a stiff

breeze in their faces throughout
the second stanza, managed
only one shot on goal. Kramig
attributed the lack of offense to
poor execution instead of the
wind.
"I told my guys to play the
ball forward and play with their
feet," he said. "They didn't do
that and started to force it.
That's when we lost our composure."
"We knew BG would pressure
us in the second half with the
wind," he continued. "Mickey
can kick the ball a mile, and
that's just what he did."
Palmisano said the Redskins'
defense contained the Falcons
well, making it difficult for them
to move up the field with many
short passes instead of by Loescher's punts.
"Miami did a good job of cutting off the wings with their play
in the back," he said. "We had to
punt almost every ball."
The Falcons will look to
stretch their four-game winning
streak Saturday as they host
Dayton at 4 p.m.
D D □
FALCON FACTS: BG has now
outscored its opponents 15-2 in
the second half... Loescher now
has 23 career shut-outs and is
only three shy of tying the school
record... with Wednesday's
blanking, Loescher lowered his
goals against average to 0.65...

BG News/John Grleshop

Bowling Green's Chris lantoni cruises by a Miami defender during the Falcons' 20 victory over the Redskins at
Mickey Cochrane Field. The victory on Wednesday was their fourth-straight win.

sis "I Mack's knee examined

BARBER
SHOP

We specialize
in short hair
styling
164 S. Main

MTRF 8:30 - 5
SAT 8:30 - 3
W 8 SUN - CLOSED

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Cleveland Browns fullback Kevin Mack will be taken to the
state prison system's central
medical center in Orient on
Thursday for an examination of
his surgically repaired left knee,
a prison spokeswoman said.
Mack has been in the Ohio
State Reformatory in Mansfield
since Oct. 5. He had pleaded guilty to cocaine use.
Tessa Unwin, spokeswoman
for the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, said
Wednesday that Mack will be
taken to the Frazier Health
Center at the Orient Correc-

tional Institution, about 15 miles
southwest of Columbus.
The examination is expected
to take one day. He would then
return to the Mansfield prison or
remain at Orient to recover.
The knee problem has kept
Mack in the Mansfield prison s
clinic since his arrival.

car. Two others in the car were
also arrested and later convicted.
Mack was charged with cocaine trafficking, possession of
criminal tools, cocaine use, and
using a motor vehicle for drug
abuse.

Mack underwent surgery for a
football-related injury to his
knee Sept. 25, eight days before
being sentenced to a six-month
prison term for cocaine use.

All the charges were dropped,
except cocaine use. On Aug. 30,
Mack pleaded guilty to the
charge, and his sentencing was
delayed pending a presentence
investigation.

Mack, 26, was arrested June
28 while inside a car parked on a
Cleveland street. Police said
they found 11 packets of cocaine,
valued at $50 each, inside the

On Aug. 31, the day after his
plea, the NFL imposed a 30-day
suspension, covering one
preseason game and three regular season games.

PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING
OLD HEINZ PARKING
Across Rail Road Tracks from E. Merry Apts.
$100 one lime charge
Parking now until 5/31/90
For more information call or stop in at
Greenbriar Inc.
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

1KVAUY, PTTVAl, PEVFNGF

PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING PARKING

Michigan favored
to win Big 10 race
CHICAGO (AP) — Big Ten basketball coaches discussed
many things Wednesday, but they all agreed that Michigan's
national champions would be the team to beat this season.
Holding their conference a month earlier than usual and coordinating it with the first tip-off luncheon open to the public,
the coaches discussed the basketball race, the freshmen eligibility rule, the possibility of a post-season Big Ten tournament, extension of the 3-point line and experiments with a rule
allowing six personals.
The confab was successful in that Indiana coach Bob Knight
was on hand and there was a turnout of some 900 for the luncheon.
Knight in the past has missed some of the meetings when
they were held in late November.
Although Indiana won the Big Ten conference title last year,
the Hoosiers could not get past Seton Hall in the NCAA tournament. Eventually, Michigan defeated Seton Hall in overtime
to win the NCAA.
"I would rather be picked No. 1 than No. 10," said Steve Fisher, who took over as head coach after Bill Frieder announced
he was leaving before the NCAA tournament. Fisher men led
the Wolverines to the national championship.
"If we stay healthy, we'll have a good team," said Fisher,
who has four starters returning but lost the conference's leading scorer in Glen Rice.
Illinois also made the Final Four last season and lost to Michri in the semifinals. The mini are picked for second place
pite losing the front line of Kenny Battle, Nick Anderson
and Larry Smith.
"We will be better in January then in December." said Illini
coach Lou Henson, who in Steve Bardo and Kendall Gill will
have one of the best backcourt tandems in the conference. "It
will be a matter of getting which players in the lineup."

BOWLING GREEN VS. TOLEDO
SATURDAY 1:30 P.M. - PERRY FIELD
The 89 King and Queen will be revealed at halftime

BEAT TOLEDO!
October 11-14 at 8 p.m.

BCSU THEATRE PRESENTS

UNIVERSITY
BY JON JOKY

October 15 at 2 p.m.

THE ARRANGEMENT
WHEN FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE IMPORTANT
We carry

Joe E. Brown Theatre

SEBASTIAN

University Hall
Tickets $3.00
Reservations are available

372-2719

Paul Mitchell
Matrix
: Tammy do a make-up
demonstration for you. She'U prepare
you to face the world!

The key to success lies in yourl
Have Natalie give you ten beautiful
nails.

^^SSREDKEN
to complete your
professional look

10°7o off a Make-up Demonstration or Fiberglass Nails with this AD
Expires Oct. 20

352-4143

181 Main St. Downtown BG

352-4101
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Falcon icers look to fill new seats
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

The 1.700 new seats in the Bowling Green Ice Arena could go
unused for much of the 1989-90 season — but not because of poor attendance.
It might result from fans standing in appreciation of a Falcon
team attaining their eighth CCHA championship banner.
Though the media have tabbed the Falcons fourth in the preseason CCHA poll behind Michigan State, Lake Superior and Michigan, co-captain Kevin Dahl said it is not an accurate reflection of the
team's potential.
"My feeling is that fourth is way too low," he said. "Second would
be the premium position. You're not the favorite, but your in a better
position."
Head coach Jerry York said the ranking shows the parity in the
upper eschelon of the conference.
"The balloting was really close for the 2-3-4 positions." he said.
' 'Michigan must have impressed them, but it's nip and tuck."
Nonetheless, the Falcons return 16 lettermen from a squad which
finisher". 26-18-3 overall and a fifth-place spot in the conference rankings with a 15-14-3 ledger in CCHA contests.
It's an upper-class dominated team, which is where you want to
be/'York said.
Though the fifth-place finish was the worst in BG history, cocaptain Joe Quinn said the experience gained by the team, especially the younger players, increased the depth this season.
"We will be solid three deep this year," Quinn said. "The freshmen had to play last season. They now have a year under their belts
and are ready to play 35 to 40 good games."
An examination of the team reveals the following:
GOALTENDING: With an abundance of backstops returning, the
1969-90 CCHA season has been dubbed by many "the season of the
goaltender," and for the Falcons the designation holds true.
Senior Paul Connell (21-16-3, 3.44 goals against average last

York

Emerson

Dahl

Quinn

season) again will patrol the BG net after setting a school record last
season for appearances, 41.
Even though Connell receives the starting nod, he has continued to
work hard to become better every season, York said.
"I think he's a well-motivated individual," he said. "If he was the
only goalie on the team, he would still be the same way."
Junior John Burke and freshman Angelo Libertucci are battling
for the number two spot behind Connell, York said, giving the early
advantage to Burke on the basis of experience. Burke was 5-2-0 with
a 3.61 GAA last season.
"We have three goalies who are all competing and there is nothing
like competition (to bring out the best)," Dahl said. "Paul has to be
sharp."
Junior Christian Albitz has also shown promise, York said, but
might be red-shirted this season to gain more experience.
DEFENSE: With the loss of Alan Leggett and Thad Rusecki, the
Falcons look to senior co-captain Kevin Dahl and junior secondteam all-CCHA selection Rob Blake to pilot the BG defense.
Dahl, a 5-11 powerhouse, provides both leadership and experience
at the blue line. Blake, at a sturdy 6-3, 215 pounds, possesses a rocket-like slapshot which, when accurate, is a deadly weapon from the
point. Unfortunately, it cannot be used from the penalty box, a place
where Blake frequented 59 times for 140 minutes last season, most
on the team.
Sophomore Otis Plageman is the returnee who York identified as

the "three key defensemen." He said Plageman has played well in
four weeks of training and is ready for the rigors of week in-week out
CCHA action.
The other spots have "four players jockeying for position, with
(freshman) Ken Klee showing the most promise," according to
York. Support comes from sophomore Derek Hopko and freshmen
Paul Basic and A.J. Plasky.
OFFENSE: BG's offense could hinge on which Nelson Emerson
shows up — the superstar of 1987-88 or the sometimes-silent player of
1988-89. The two-time Hobey Baker finalist will have to carry some
of the load remaining following the departure of Greg Parks, who led
the Falcons in goals and points.
Joining Emerson at the center position is sophomore Martin Jiranak, who York said could become one of the premier centers in the
conference, and freshman Brett Harkins, who has impressed the
coaches during training camp and looked sharp in the Brown-White
game last Saturday. Currently holding down the fourth center spot is
junior Braden Shavchook.
The forwards could possibly be the strongest part of the team, with
Quinn and fellow senior Marc Potvin joining junior Matt Ruchty to
give the Falcons a quick-skating, hard-hitting front line which knows
how to put the puck in the net. Quinn had 21 goals last season, with
Potvin and Ruchty netting 23 and 11, respectively. Peter Holmes will
also supply some firepower in the offensive zone after a freshman
year that saw him contribute 14 red-lighters.
Junior Pierrick Maia is still ailing from a broken leg suffered
March 5 against Michigan and will not see action until the season is
well underway.
Sophomores Llew N; wana, Dan Bylsma, Jim Solly and Ty Eigner
with freshman Rick Mullins round out the front line
EMTANGD3LES: Putting 1,700 more fans in the stands by enclosing the north end of the Ice Arena should make it even more difficult
for visiting teams to defeat the Falcons on their home ice.
"It's an awesome sight for our team," York said. "It's more than
we could have imagined. I thought it would be good, but it's even better."

'Bashers' better than bay foes
COMMENTARY
by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

The cities of San Francisco
and Oakland are separated by a
simple bay, but this weekend
marks the start of an event that
has transformed that body of
water into the equivalent of the
Berlin Wall.
Saturday night the Oakland
A's and the San Francisco
Giants square off in what has
been labeled "The Bay Bridge
World Series." For those from
the Midwest, that is translated
as The World Series.
The "friendly" festivities got
underway when San Francisco
Mayor Art Agnos, responding to
a question on what he might bet
Oakland's Mayor Wilson if the
Giants and the A's met in the
World Series, stated he wouldn't
want anything from Oakland.

Wilson, not missing a chance
at a return jab, said he'll have
Agnos a plastic foot made so he
can put it in his mouth. Friendly
interpersonal communications
at its finest.
But if one can survive the features, human interest stories,
and other general hoopla pertaining to the cities' rivalry, this
series has what it takes to be a
thrilling seven game affair.
It most certainly isn't a fluke
these two teams are in this
event. Big name players are not
a rare commodity on either roster, and the stories surrounding
these names are anything but
boring.
Oakland possesses the "Bash
Brothers" in Jose Canseco and
Mark McGwire. Although their
styles of play are similar in that
they can hit ball a country mile,
they are oppposites in stature.
McGwire is the epitome of the
All-American kid right down the
freckles and the red hair. He
carries himself professionally
and does his talking with the
lumber.

Canseco makes the headlines
with his phenomenal natural
ability, and the knack to perform the spectacular. But his
carefree attitude, like his persistence to drive at high speeds
continually, has placed him
under some public scrutiny. If
you have any questions about
Jose's life, your more than welcome to spend 90 cents and call
hispersonal 1-900 line.
The Giants are not without a
personal interest duo, either.
Will Clark and Kevin Mitchell
were the premier three-four hitters in any major league lineup
this year. The combination virtually carried the Giants to a
Division title and Pennant.
A good argument could be
made that Clark (a.k.a. the
Thrill) possesses the most talent
in baseball today. His swing is
something you would see in a
baseball fundamentals guide,
and his prowess on the field is
soothing for the Giants, while intimidating to opponents.
Mitchell surprised the baseball world with his 1989 num-

bers. He smashed 47 HR's and
collected 125 RBI's. As if the
numbers aren't impressive after
the fact, remember he was on
pace to erase Roger Marts'
single-season home run mark of
61 at the All-Star break.
Mitchell must have realized it
was his year when — racing
toward the left field line for a
flyball — he reached back over
his shoulder and made the grab
bare-handed. Scary.

But while these four superstars go about their business, it
will be the their respective supporting casts that make the difference. Players like Giant second baseman Robby Thompson,
who hit three home runs in the
N.L. Championship Series, and
the Athletics' Tony Phillips, who
was a big cog offensively and defensively for Oakland in A.L.
Playoffs.

with 20-game winner Dave Stewart and 19-game winners
Storm Davis and Mike Moore. If
that isn't enough, Dennis Eckersley is on hand to shut the
door.
The Giants' pitching has been
bit by the injury bug all season
long, but the staff has obviously
been good enough to this point.
The key will be if veteran Rick
Reuschel can build on his solid
second start of the playoffs.
Closer Steve Bedrosian must
also be effective.
PREDICTION: Experience
will make the difference. The
talent-laden A's should have
learned after last year's World
Series spanking from the Dodgers that they can't take this
whole thing lightly, and they
won't. Oakland in six.

The pitching staffs are also included in this supporting role.
The A's clearly have the horses

That's why the man who quarterbacked
Perm State to the 1982 national championship won't try to be Boomer, and he won't try
to be Bubby.
He will just try to be Blackledge.
"I tried to be myself in all of those guys
whenever I was trying to work for our defense," Blackledge said Wednesday. "I was
always concentrating on how I could improve myself at the same time, to improve

Blackledge, 28, was a member of the
much-ballyhooed NFL draft Class of 1983,
which produced star quarterbacks Jim Kelly, John Elway, Dan Marino and Ken O'Brien. He was taken ahead of Marino, but
has been perhaps the least successful of the
glamour group.
The Chiefs gave up on him last year and
dealt him to the Steelers, but was beaten out
for the starting job by Brister. Now, labeled
by some as nothing more than a highly
priced ($375,000 a year) backup, Blackledge
is again trying to establish his own identity.
'T still feel I can play as a starter in this

league in some place and I'm not ready to
resign myself to being just a backup,"
Blackledge said. "But I have to get on the
field and see what I can do and try to improve. The only way I can approach this is
it's a great opportunity.
"When I came to training camp (in 1988), I
thought they had pretty much made up their
mind to go with Bubby. I was a little disappointed! didn't get a better opportunity to
compete for the job, but I understood their
decision. I've just had to adjust... and now,
I'm getting another opportunity."
It won't be easy. Blackledge is being
thrown in at a tough time — and against a
tough team.
He has thrown just five passes in five
games, but must try to move the ball against
a Cleveland defense that forced eight turnovers last month in a 51-0 victory in Pittsburgh, the worst loss in the Steelers' 57-year
history.
"It was ugly," said Blackledge, the son of
Steelers' offensive line coach Ron Blackledge. "We dug a hole for ourselves seven or
eight minutes into the game. It was kind of a
freaky game."

Dixon makes plea to fans
Videotape cameras will be pointed toward the
BEREA, O. (AP) — Cornerback Hanford Dixon,
the creator of the Cleveland Browns' "Dawg" stands to assist in prosecution of anyone caught
nickname, made a public plea to his fans Wednes- throwing something on the field. Uniformed police
day to prevent a recurrence of the rowdyism that and ushers will be stationed in front of the bleachers and will scan with binoculars to watch for
marred their last home game.
"I'm talking to all my friends in the Dawg violators.
Beer sales by roving vendors in the bleachers
Pound," Dixon said at a news conference. "Can I
Jet you guys to do me a favor, one big favor? will end after the first half.
lease don't throw objects on the football field. It
"I think it's getting out of control. It's getting
cannot be tolerated."
carried away a little bit," Dixon said. "I have to
The fans in the Dawg Pound — the bleachers at emphasize, it's not everybody who sits in the Dawg
the open end of Cleveland Stadium — became un- Pound. It's just a few bad apples."
controllable during the Browns' 16-13 win over
Denver two weeks ago, throwing eggs, rocks, batJoining Dixon in the appeal for civilized behavteries and dogbiscuits at players and officials late ior was defensive end CarlHairston.
in the game. The Broncos brought out the worst in
Cleveland fans because they had defeated the
"I think fans are realizing, we're getting hit,
Browns 10 straight times.
too," Hairston said. "Sunday, I was hit by a dog
The officials took the players out of danger by bone, and it could have hit me in the face if I hadn't
moving the action to the other end of the field, a turned my head."
move that benefited the Browns because it put the
wind at the back of kicker Matt Bahr for the winBrowns' players are worried that they'll become
ning field goal.
victims in other stadiums when opposing fans see
This Sunday, an even more heated rivalry will how their teams have been treated in Cleveland.
be renewed when the Pittsburgh Steelers come to
town, and security in Cleveland Stadium will be
"When they hear about what happens here,
beefed up considerably.
they're going to retaliate," Dixon said.
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CONGRATULATIONS!
SEPTEMBER FINALISTS
Administrative Staff- Vicki Acker.
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
and Student Employment
Classified Staff- Ruby Bell.
Administrative Secretary, Office of
Vice President for Student Affairs
Graduate Student- Tommy Richard
Graduate Assistant Placement Office

Backup quarterback looks to replace injured Brister
toplay."

favorite
FALCON TEAM!

WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

Blackledge set for Browns
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Two weeks ago, he
was Rodney Peete. Last week, he was
Boomer Esiason. This week, he will try to be
teammate Bubby Brister.
And, for Todd Blackledge — the Pittsburgh Steelers scout team quarterback until
Brister got hurt — this might be his toughest
impersonation of them all.
Blackledge, a one-time Kansas City Chiefs
first-round draft pick who has been an NFL
disappointment, gets another chance Sunday in Cleveland to prove he can be a proficient pro quarterback.
This time he won't be impersonating another quarterback in a deserted stadium. He
will be trying to move his offense against one
of the NFL's premier defenses in front of one
of the league s rowdyiest crowds.
The circumstances aren't the best — he's
replacing the popular Brister, who is out
with strained left knee ligaments. But, said
Blackledge, "When youTe a backup, you
have to come into pressing kind of situations.
"I have mixed emotions because you don't
like to come in under a situation like this,
and I didn't want to see Bubby get hurt," he
said. "But I'm excited about the opportunity
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BECAUSE YOU CARE, BOWLING GREEN IS A m
BETTER PLACE.
O
-THE STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF >
ID
WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

m
WE CARE

***** A*********************,

STICK WITH US
FOR THE BEST MARVEL
COMICS-NEW AND OLD
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It la tana
For SPOOKS and MMfl
Thalla»tiy
O.S.E.A. rwets
onOcl25Wed 115ED
atfcOOo
HaaumaaiiCoatyaComaat
and party
• (prlzee awarded) ■

CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
• • ESTABLISH YOOR CREDIT • •
NO C4JUGAT10N OR FEES
DISCOVER1 VISA APPLICATIONS
UNION FOYER ALL WEEK
SPONSORED BY FINANCIAL MANAOMENT
ASSOC.
DONT WAIT TILL AFTER GRADUATION!

L.A.0.A
There w» bo a maaang of the Leaden and Qey
ASanoe. Thursday. Ocoroer 12 at 8 30 pm
The Meeting la Free and open lo al. and It «■
be held m me baaamant ol the United Christian
mcmiereil Center Cat the Ink for more max-

1 s and ow Dane* Party Evary Nkjht at •tarnman. Coma maaf your Frianda lor a great lima'
AIMirHon AM Students
World Student AaaocaMon haa a poseJon avariable lor ita Undergraduats Studant
Oonrnment Rap. H Interested. appecetJona are
available at Int I Otl . 403 South Hal
Deadkne (Frt.)Od. i3oy 5 PM
Any guaaaona? Contact mfi OK. at 372-2247
orPaoayPa»at363-l»62

NOTICEI ELE. ED METHODS PRE
REGISTRATION MEETING' Al students who
eoceed for Spring. 1990 Ele Ed Methods
I (EDCI 361. 362, 363. 365, 366) are
I to attand the meeting. TUESDAY.
OCTOBER 24. 4:00-5.30. 116 Ed BHg BE
THERE!

Attantlona O S E A Member*
Start thlnMng about your costumes lor the October 26tri meeting Our I laftoween Coatuma
conteet wl be a beast'

ataaHAWtOCtaTTY
Tour the uMssrsRy of Michigan L.w Sctieol
Wad .Octobar 1811:30am 8:00pm
Cal 3538846 b, Friday Octobar u to
raaanra your ptaoe

Be an Onanlatton Laadar' AppKattone dua October 1 a 406 Studant Sarvtoaa.
BO/TEA
For al Tacnnotogy Education Mafora
Whan Thura: Oct 12
Tana. 8pm
Whara. 127AT*chBBg
Queebone. Faal Iraa to cat
Jan Thomaa 363-5864

SOCIETY

OF
PROFESSIONAL JOURNALIST
•••SPJ"'
Important Meeting
Tonight: Oct 12: 8:00pm
313WaatHal

COMMUHITY OPBMMAWI. TWa WOay 18:30pm UCF CENTER Comer of thuratm and
Ridge Music. Poatry, rUriawKini, PNtoaopny.
Video, seoea. movement, whatever you wtah to
Commjnrty Opanahara
Friday. Oct 13. Oct. 27. Nov. 10. Dae 1.
8 30 pm - n. UCF Cantar (Comar of Thuratm
and Ridge) Sponsors: OSS A Btl Thompaon.
DimereereBecki
SlemmereBar
Thura7-»pm
Coma party xttti your Frtanda at Hammers!

OSS Mini Conference Human RJghta - Unkma.
Day Cars. I Hath Cart, studant'a Rlgrrta. Sunday Oct 22. 8:30-8:00 UCF Cantar (Thuratm
SRtdg*).

AGO AGO Stephanie Crawford AGO AGO
Youeadendconhred
But the hope I bed that it was ,ou did not oie
Your the besl big there aver could be we 1 be
the boat big/ere* taem-you'l see'AGD AGO
Love, Your H-Beth AGD AGO

rang Ran,
Ha
ThuradeyOct 12 7:16PM
CoaageParV
gsa'a Masons Diane
Raffle-Prlzee"
Co-Sponsored by AM A.

A TO Z DATA CENTER • 362-6042
Complete Packaging Heads, UPS, Federal Exprees. Typmg. Reeumea. FAX. Copses
Abortion, Morning Attar Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 265-7769

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 18. 1989 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES. YOUR CAP AND OOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 1. 1089
PLEASE PLACE YOUR OFtDER AT THE OFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372-2861 IF YG'JR OFtDER
IS PHONED W, YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE

Alt your typing needs.
Pro****, and piofaaalotaal
Can Clara. 182-4017.
LA8EFtPR*>n/WORO PROCESSING
Term papara. Reports. Theele. Reeumee's
S1.26VPAGE CALL363-5170

Sea the celebrity slums play Hollywood
Squares! Friday at noon In the ballroom I

Someone cares about you and
your pregnancy concema at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Cal364-HOPE
Forlnfo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and eupporttve service*

Professional
Resume Preparation

Typmg
$1 35 per page
3540371
TYPING SERVICES FOR ALL TYPE8 OF
PAPERS
Raaaonoble rales with accuracy.
Cal 352 3987 from 8am-9pm

Your World Begins'

PERSONALS

419-229-6832
Lima

' HOMECC*l»NGC>UEEN '
Good Luck!

419-424-9793

YourPIKapp
Homecoming Date'
' HOMECOMING QUEEN -

Find lay

GET EXCITED
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMU
BIG-LITTLE WEEK
Whoa Your Bk/TW
Thursdays the Big Day!
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU
flood Lack to MM Four Senloe Alpha Phi
Homecoming CandMeteal Wa Loss UlThs
1»99 Pledge Class

Alpha Phi Angela. Lon. Use Alpha Phi
I love MyForgat-Mo-Nota!
AJpna Ph. Kety Alpha Phi

Hoftywood Sguarasl I
Holtywood Squares! I
Only on PRIME TIME *JMI

Browns vs. Steelers
Sunday Oct. 15th
atBrathaus
•a, open 12:45 PM

SERVICES OFFERED

a Phi Beta
•BWTERHOOO-

Happy Beleted Batnday
■KEHOSKINS
The Lakers Suck
Am

Woman for Woman
General Meeting Oct 12s! 7pm
Capital Room ■ Union
PraaanttBon: "By Our Honda"
s sec* enow on Women Arbet*
presented by Lena Akttdg*

Loot green L L Bean Jecket ml blue iming
Men s size large Laat seen in 103 peyen Be
• 372-6917

QAMMA PM BETA
ITS a
s t-h-o (oope loyce said)
a+a-t-e-r-h-o-o-d
Be at the house at 9:00
and B Y O Bananna
HI be an evening of laughter get peyched'

Alpha Dan Coeehee.We hed a groat Bme at the
softball tournament laat weekend. Thanks tor
being patient The Brothers of Theta Cm

ATTENTION
T-SNrtSaM
Mon-Thura 11:30-4:30 PM
Cray J5 in the Union Oval
Sponsored b, Phi Epenon Keppa

LOST: Goto heart pendant with pearl Oraat
eenlsiiei Hat value. Pteaae oaf Mien ess 2-4982

Oamme PM Bats
••SISTERHOOD"

Adoption Heppny married couple ol 14 yra We
promt** your chad a loving homo and hnandal
security Devoted stay at home mom, caring
dad and one big eater Al medical 8 Legal *xpenaea paid Cal cosed (419) 822-9288.

Hollywood Sou sail
HoHya XI Squares!!
Only on PRIME TIME 'I9II
Hollywood Squares I!
Hollywood Squaree 11
Only on PRIME TIME Ml!
Hollywood Squarssl I
Hollywood Squares!!
Only on PRIME TIME'Mil

BURGER KINO HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KINO HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA
BURGER KING HAS SWEATSHIRT MANIA

Homecoming PARADE - 6:30 TONIGHT!!
Ridga St. N. College lo College Psrk

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY, OCT 12 AT 7:30. BA 110

Homecoming Coursages
si the Flower Basket
108 S Main (nexl to Soft Rock)

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY. OCT 12 AT 7:30, BA 110

LOST* FOUND

GSS aponaorad Reggae Dance
Octobar 28 8PM
Grand Ba*oom
12/paraon

■Where

A Special thanks to Susan OeLuca for her
Super effort during PUSH week! Love your
Alpha Phi Pledge Sisters.

COME JOIN THE MANAGEMENT CLUB
THURSDAY, OCT. 14) AT 7:»0, BA 110

OSS Nawalanar »2 - Human Faghta
Deedene lor eubmleeione la OctObar 23. Articles, poatry, comtcs. mualc. ate are watcoma.
Submleaions should be dropped off at rha GSS
Office on the 3rd floor of McFal Cantar

RESUME
WORLD

• • ESTABUSH YOOR CREOfT • •
NO OBLIGATION OR FEES
DISCOVER I VISA APPLICATIONS
UNION FOYER ALL WEEK
SPONSORED BY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
ASSOC.
DONT WAIT TILL AFTER GRAOUATIONI

The ARK band from Columbus plays at the Car
lobean Association's 4th Annual Harambeo
Unity Crucial Recta Raggaa Party on Sat Oct.
21 at 9 p.m. m the N.E Commons Al are wslcome Peace and love (with PSO, ECAP)

YOJ ARE INVTTED TO A BAHA1 FIRESIDE
A FIRESIDE may be a brtaf praaantatlon of me
Beha'i Faith, an inlormal and open dtacusalon
axptonng facets of the Faith, a muotooJ praaantabon or |uat an evening lor getting acquemled
Octobar 13. 1888. 7 30 p m
THEME: "Woman and Education''
Home ot Jim 5 VTcKy Corbm
840 Pearl St . B G
362-7877

EVERY FFtOAY AT NOON
ALL ORAOUATE STUDENTS, aoup and sandwich Lunch (donation). UCF Cantar, comar of
Thuratm and Ridga thra Friday. Ed wees. AmerIcan Cuitura. wa deecuee "A naturakrtc Ettac of
Ecology''

Oamme Phi BetafFIJI
FREEZE FRAME
Detail to come..

Congralulaaons tor being one ol the len candidataa for Horriacomlng Queen' Wa are excited
for youlLove Your Dae Gee Sietera

DanTrawcek
I love you, honey.
have a nice day I
Beth
Delta SJg Little Use Brockman.
I hope you eke Ooiol You ii learn to love It by
Initiation! Good Luck with pledging and indrvtdua»!BIOSAL
Delta Sigma PI
Little Tharssa Taylor
Get Ready lor a great Semester'
I guarantee we'I have tun!
Good Luck at mdrvkjuale!
Love, Big Tim
DG • DO" DG " DG " DO • DG
Merybeth Eppat, Congratuamons on making
Pubic Relatlona committee for USGIDG • DG •
DG" DG • DG • DG

Everydey Party Sub Prtcee are:
15.50 psr loot
Up to tft. long!
Only 24 hr. notice rsqulred

Cell 352-4503
For pick-up or OeMvery

KDKDKDKD
Chsu kal - Your tms loves you! I can't wall to
atari a friendship that wi laat foravsrlKD Love
and MM.
Paula
KDKDKDKD
USA MICHELLE CRABTREE
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Thenka lor a great month
Look cut Chicago1
Love. Jeff
Management Club Meeting
Thurada,. October 12. 1989
7:30 BA 110.
Corns hoar our apeaker and Don't forgot rseumeasreDUE'AI Major. Welcome
■MWCAJACKK, 4 ROYE
HAPPY BaTTHDAY HAPPY BaTTHDAY
Juat Wanted to say to al you guys have a
happy. 20. 20, and 22nd Birthday. And II your
birthday waa before thai ad came out, sorry,
you'l msl have to avs with It HA HAIYour
Friend ShassyP.S Hops to see you al at the
STOMP DOWNIHAPPY BIRTHDAY HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

Need to Sharpen your Interviewing skills
Help Is svsllable:
Oct. 12 si 3:30
Oct.16a13:30
Oct.18s12:30
Come to the Co-op Office
2S8 Admin Bktg. 372-2451

Expanancod team boy tor Fal rvervsst with m 3
mass of BO Cal 886-4851

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDRENSnare in the excitement'
408 Ed Bldg
Oct 16. Sunday
Everyone welcome!!

Help Wanted
PERSONAL FITNESS TRAINER; Workout
companion lor 36 yr old male Sotoflex, free
weights, gen. fttnsss. No Prsv axparaanoa ex
pected. rs Asxtjl*, wage* n*gotlabta. Sand
mto. incktding hrty. wags sxpactatlons to Box
454. BO, Oh 43402.

SWEATSHaTT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO
SWEATSHIRT MANIA AT BURGER KINO

I want to thank you for the absomts boat weekends I'vs aver had I can't wart to ahme your
ahosa agsmll I hops It Is Someday SoonlTo Ts
QUBVO,
p
PS HayMlatatoayouwsnttobuymyalatar?
Ths Country fiooss--Bowtlng Qrssn R. East
Night Express Boogie Blurs BandFrt a Sat
Oct 136th 114th 8 30pm- 12:30a.m.
The Sietera ol ALPHA CHI OMEGA wish to
Congratulate ANDY SHEMBERS for being appomted Leadership Confsranoa Secretary
Way to Ool
THETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CHI
You guya dk) an AWESOME fob SafurdaylWe
are veryPROUD of you allHops you guya had
aa much FUNee wa dk) IILova from your AD PI
Softbsl Coochoo.Mk: hale Honey (kaymaster I
lAngaai
P S Hope to ess you all at ths warmuplTHETA CHI THETA CHI THETA CM

FAKE ID'S
Poses at your Door with Fake ID Remain Saant.
don't incriminate yourself. Test to S.L.S. before
you la* to the poses 372-2951.

Friday happy hours
3:00 p.m. -1:00p.m.
Legal Jolnl $1.00
KamlkaH $.75
Pfeohere
At Brathaua

QAMMA PHI BETA rFUl
Freeze Frame..
Frseze Frame..
GAMMA PHI BETA 'FUI

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Cralg
Looking Forward to
a great Weekend
LovaJue*
PRIaburgh - Sorry we didn't meet leal In
day.can we try again' How about Fndoy-5 30
North End Of abrary (outside). If can't make It
and at* interested. Pteaae sat up a dme convenient lor ,oo John
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBGU 88 1 MON-FRI 6 10PM
POWER 88
ttsytunsdtoPRHaETaW'siiii
SUy tuned to PRIME TIME'88III

•SISTERHOOD-

Stay tuned to PRfliaE TIME 'asTii

ICampusI

Help Wanted expenencod cooks and wartrasss* for 1st 1 2nd ahHta. Apply In parson at
Denny's N Baltimore
Need e eve-m alttar from Oct. 12 ttvouogh Od
29 Hours needed are m the a m s to get 2 kids
off to achool 1 aftemoona whan they get home
Ptoass oal 352-1234. after 9PM for more mtormation
Now accepting appacatlona
Students to work oartv morning altamnon avaxabHty Appf, at Chuichevi Supermarket 1141
South Mstn
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo
Sum
mar.Yr round. Al Countries. Al fkalda. Free
mto. Writs UC, PO Bx 52Corona DM Mar CA
92625 OH-03
Some Other Place
Bowling Green s original party bar k> back We
need bartenders, doorman, wait ataff, and
D.J.'s. Apply 178 E Woostsr. anyttno.
Young'a Nowa Stand • part-bm* vnmediale
position S3 60 par hour Apply In parson to
I78S MemSt.Bg

FOR SALE

Tonight
Legal Joint St.25
Ksmlksil $.75

1988 Hyundai ExoM
lor sale b, owner
Perfect Condition take over
Payment* 353-9155

anchors
At Brathaua 1 All night Long.

1989YugoQVL
Excesent Condition
AM FM cassette 8 20.000 mass
Rust-proofed. FWD
362-4119. after 8pm

Wear your Homecoming Button
to win Special Prizes!!!
Wear your Homecoming button
to win apeclal prizes! 11
Wssr your Homecoming button
to win special prliesl!!

2 mena suede coats. SZ 38 M 1 Cheee King
tan w/kner. 1 Penneys burgundy w/fleece
Exc*l Cond 364-6960.

Wssr your Homecoming button
lo win special prtesslll

Coupon Book
$86orB*etOfler
CalMlcrvale372 4382

Win $100 00. S500O or $25 00 Sigan up
donors lor BGSU Blooddrtva Pickup appac in
UAO office 3rd Floor Union thru Frl. Oct 13 or
cal 353-3897.

Eplphone I 2 string guitar
akenew •$175ortrad*
363-7888

WANTED

For Sale 1969 Votkawagon run* great, newttr*. good gas mllesge asking 750 00 Cal
Terry el 352-9209.

1 Female Roommate needed to sublease for
Spring '90 Vary doss to campus. Pis Cal
3533579
1 Femes* Fioomata Needed to flublsaaa Apartment for Spnng Semester. Cheep Rant, close
lo Campus, cal 363-8139 for mors informstlon . Ask lor Cam, or Ca/otynn.
1 female roommate to take over Spring ssmsstsr laaaa avs with two other gala at Piedmont
Aprs -Can move m after finals Cal Mains at
354-7142
1 mat* needed to eublaase tor spring 90
8140/mo C1354-6929 AsktorTodO
1 or 2 subfnBasis tor Spring 89, cheap 1 bdrm
apt, doss to campus on S. Coesgs-hsat Ineluded cal ettor 5pm 354-6723
Needing to sal your house? Famey warns to
purchase house by June 1990 Cal 364-2079
and sat us know.

GM Lit in your room' Beer lights and signs.
Same onea that eght up bare. Juat on* Hght w*
eat your room off. Call and we'll bring one of
our portfolios to your peso*. You'l Ilka what
you a— Cal Chris anytime at 353-8224
la It True You Can Buy toapa for S44 through
the U.S. Government? Oet the facts today1 Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794
Must SM pair of 125 watt speakers, liquid
cooled 1 digital New 1 m boa Exceptional,
•M bust with 5 year warrant, F«at $275 takes
them Cal 353-8224 ask lor Chris.
Pine coffee t End Table $45 Fax- isle sweeter
royal blue $100 372-7479 days only.
Schwkin 17" Coaeglate 3-epd ladtea bike
2yrs. old. Excellent condition Cal 352-0949.
StyMmetaaooneol* psino.
Approx 20 yra old. Appraiaed $750.
Cal 372-2801 days, eves 823-3033. Barb

No may rent-no deposit 353-8319
1 female roommate nssdsd Spring semester
Al unities paid sxcept elect

FOR RENT
We need two nonsmoking females to sublease
apt for Spring '90 semester! Unfurnished apt.,
sir cond, laundry, and reasonable rent! Cal
Amy or Uaa at 363-5729(aft*r 6:00).

PEP RALLY 8 BONFIRE TONIOHTII
7:16 st CoB age Park
PHI MU Suean Van Donaal PHI MU
One ot the top 10 lor Homecoming Queen - we
knew you could do mi Good Luck TONIGHT a ws'rs Hare tor you 100H IIYour Phi Mu sartera

Hsk) Wanted Bartsndsr 1 Waltreaa Apply
Wtltwi 2 00-4 OOp; m Mon-Fn TheEaMClub

Tonight
Legal Joint t1.25
Ksmlksil S.7SPHchara
AtSralhaus 1 All night Long.

HELP WANTED
EvsryMon-Frl8-10PM
WBOU M.I FM
The beat m R t B. Ftsp and Danes Music
m Northwest Ohio
POWER M

Qsmma Phi BEU
•• SISTERHOOD ••

sg£&

Stay tuned to PRIME TIME'Mil!

$300 00 - $600 00 a w**k pan-tan* Our firm
Is looking (or dependable men and women Irom
al majors Intrigued? (817) 486-1848 - Market
mgDsAfternoon alttar lor hypsractjve 9 yr old boy.
Mondays and Wednesdays Cal after 9 00 PM
362-0790
ATTENTION CS I MIS MAJORS! Jr or Sr watt
2.8 GPA, 3.0 m Mefor. needed tor FuStime
poaMrton m Dayton arse for Spring 1 DOS*.
Summer Pays $6.60 - $8 60/hr f%tjaaiaaaj
U.S. HMktonta only. Muat have COBOL. Cal
the Co-op office 372-2461 or coma to 238
Admin.

1 bedroom furnished Apt for sublease Spring
Sem Cloae to campus Great for 1 or 2 people
Col between 1 -8 pm 353-8683
^^
3 large single rooma are available for Spring
sameatsr In a hug* 5 bedroom house with 2
bathrooms and 2 kitchens Only 1 block from
campus with reasonable rant. Non-amokera
preferred Cal ua at 363-4764 lor a tour'
A sublessee needed lor the Spring Ssm '90. A
studio apt $260/month pegs utswss. within
walking distance to the university Pleats cal
354-2826
Apt. For aubl.ee*a. Spring Sam., for 1 or 2 people Completely furnished Extremely dose to
carnpua! Good View Can Jim 353-91 70
Nearly new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bathe, untum
apt Stove, lofflg 1 dishwaaher Included Available now starting at $41 Ofmonth
Cal John Newlove Reel Estate 354-2280

Christmas GUT Shop In Need of
Strong Organizational and sales skils i
aary. For more information contact Nancy at
Toledo Humana Society Cal 891 0591. Bstwsyan 9-Bp.m.

r Wanted
One bedroom Apt Fum or Unfurn
354-8721

Confidant persons to rsprsssnt Mr Bulk, s to
local businesses Apply m person TUBS and
Thura 9-5 Comrraaalon pay.

Wanted One female roomma** for Spring
Semester Paying reasonable rant. Call
3540-4052

EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
FULL-TIME * PART TIME
DURING BGSU CLASSES
Our company la seeking employ*** lo perform
unaluasd eght production work Flexible hours
around daaa schedules can be arranged. Plant
location la only 2 btocke from B OSU. campus. The rat* of wage Is $3.36 psr hour. If interested cal the company office at 354-2844
or pick-up application at Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc.. 428 dough Street. Bowing
Green. Ohio.

Wlnthrop Tsrrsce Apartments ha* 1 and 2 bed
room epertmenta available aa wel aa efficiency
apartments Also taking eppecason* for currant
and apring semeeter laaaas Three greet location*, heat Included, memtence, laundry, ate
Cal 362-9135 or com* to 400 Napoleon Rd
Wlnthrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
eppecetions for our efficiency apartments for
the current and spring semeetsn kaaaee. Three
greet locationa. heat Included, mamtenance.
laundry, etc Cal at 352-9136 or coma to 400
flM

Polly eyes "A Gathering Place" I
352-9638 or 354-0056
Free Daivsry

Hair Fashions

Small Cheese PiZ22l

I (Minimum of *S.50)

ONLY

I open 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. Sun. -Wad.

$ 1.99

| open 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. Thura. ■ Sal.
I Sects of Pizza Available For Delverv '1.50

(Inside only)

440 E.

124 W. Wooster 352-2611
Welcome to the Real World

OCTOBER SPECIAL!

by Fred Wright

I
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Government
books
»*&■*■

TaKe advantage of
the wealth of Knowledge
available from your
Qovernment. The
Superintendent of
Documents produces a
catalog that tells you
about new and popular
books sold by the
Qovernment
hundreds of books on
agriculture, business,
children, energy, health,
history, space, and
much, much more, for a
free copy of this
catalog, write-

Ffee Catalog
P.O. BOX J700O
Washington DC
20013-7000

